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Portrait of Dayrnn taken
by Raphael S. as a part
of his project entitled
“Shades”.
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STUDENT SUBMISSIONS
WHO AM I
One of the Black History activities we did here at
Kingsbury to kick off our celebration was a WHO AM I,
where students acted out famous actors, entertainers,
musicians and activist. As a participant, I was excited
about this activity and immediately thought about
mimicking Alicia Keys. I really enjoy her music, her
outlook on self love and natural beauty. Her music
is modern old jazz and relaxes those who listen. I
portrayed her by dressing like her and singing her song,
“If I ain’t got you.” She is a powerful female role model
for females because of her natural and unique style of
music.
Rya - Upper School Student
THE INSPIRATION OF LEDERICK HORNE
Well to be honest I thought his presentation was not
going to be meant for me. However, when he began
telling his story, I felt like we made a connection. Many
of the struggles that he faced in school, were the same
ones that I struggle with currently. I also felt like I had/
have learned some of the same lessons that he had
to learn, like believing that things were going to get
better in time, also trusting that learning differently,
does not mean that you are dumb. One of the most
important lessons that I received from his presentation
was that if you keep believing and trying, in time,
you realize that your learning disability is a big part of
what makes you special; and that it’s not a bad thing.
Another lesson I learned is that when you’re in school
and you want to figure out what you want to do in this
world, you have to look into your heart. Like figuring
out what your interests are, or the things that you
love. You see, Lederick’s story is something I will never
forget, it touched me in a way that it probably did not
touch others in the room. Another one of the things
that amazed me was how even though his learning
disability gives him problems with spelling and reading,
he is still able to create great poetry and write books.
I also liked how his poems involved his struggles and
his upbringing. I feel that his story, his poems, and
just his overall way of looking at things will continue to
touch many students with learning disabilities. Thank
you Lederick Horne for sharing something that I will
remember forever, and for inspiring me to continue to
strive for the things that I dream of.
Sean - Upper School Student

CATCHING UP WITH US...
Ms. Mosby - Lower School Teacher

“Strive for progress, not
perfection.”
- Anonymous
This month, students have been working on
various math skills. We introduced and practiced
with place values and base tens. We used the
base tens rods and cube manipulatives to help
with teaching the concept. We also reviewed
sight words and practiced spelling phonetically
during our writing block. We have switched back
to social studies, and have since learned our
National Symbols, the life of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. , and various black inventors.

CVC (consonant-vowel-consonant) words. In
social studies, we began learning about American
symbols such as the American Flag, Statue of
Liberty and the Bald Eagle. We also talked about
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and how he was a
peaceful man who wanted everyone to be friends.
In writing, we recall our story from language arts,
and write about what we would do if we were in
the story or in the same kind of situation as the
character(s) in the story. Only now, the students
spell independently by spelling phonetically.
Home-School Connection: Don’t forget to read
with your scholar daily and be a sight-word
detective! Also, ask “why and how” questions, to
encourage them to think further!!!

WORKING HARD!
Courtney Legg - Middle School Teacher

“Your voices matter, your dreams
matter, your lives matter. Be the
roses that grow in the concrete.”
- Angie Thomas
Recently in the Middle School, students took
their mid-year iReady assessments in both math
and reading to measure academic growth from

While using based ten rods and cubes, the
students had the opportunity to create and break
down low and high, double-digit numbers. We
incorporated common math language such as
tens place and ones place. In language arts, we
reviewed sight words and used a Zingo board
game, to have the students complete and create

the first half of the school year. Many of our
middle school students showed strong academic
progress on the mid-year assessments, and we
are so very proud of all their hard work!
Additionally, students in the Middle School have
enjoyed celebrating Black History Month through
a variety of enrichment activities, lessons, and
discussions. In accordance with John Lewis’
encouragement to get into “good trouble” for the
sake of social justice, our students designed and
created a bulletin board highlighting the history
and achievements of lesser known Civil Rights
activists.

have to utilize the materials available to them
in the Innovation Lab. In the meantime, be on
the lookout for Black History Month-inspired art
created by an Innovation Lab student. These
pieces are scattered all around the school and

YEAR IN REVIEW
Nick Moses - MFA Art Teacher
Yearbook production is underway! Pages for
the basketball team, Grandparents and Special
Friends Day, Black History Month, and Student
Government are all in progress. This years’
editors are sorting through photographs, editing
student portraits, and interviewing other students
for more information for their assigned pages.

may seem out of place at first, but if you keep
looking, you will find more and more!

IN THE LUNCHROOM
Michelle Kuhn - School Nurse

In Innovation Lab, 11th graders are in the process
of developing a project of their own choosing.
Their projects can be individual or group, and

As we celebrate Black History Month, I am
grateful for and inspired by the wonderful work
of our forever First Lady, Michelle Obama. In
her autobiography, “Becoming”, she speaks
of her concerns for children and families who
don’t have access to healthy foods, the growing

obesity epidemic, and the challenges we have
of eating enough fruits and vegetables. As
First Lady, it became her quest to help kids and
families live healthier lives. And guess what? It
all started with vegetables! She taught kids how
to enjoy vegetables by planting the White House
kitchen garden, tasting fresh new flavors, creative
cooking events, the Kids State Dinners, and
more. Through her Let’s Move! initiative, we all
learned to eat more healthfully and exercise more,
in ways that were fun and exciting.

?? ?
DID YOU
KNOW??
On May 17, 1954, the U.S. Supreme
Court declared that segregated
schools were unconstitutional,
following the historic The Brown v.
Board of Education decision?
Now you do!

While spending time in the Kingsbury lunchroom,
I see that our kids (and adults!) still need lots of
encouragement to eat their fruits and vegetables.
Please join me by providing that encouragement
at home. Go to www.myplate.gov to get
started. Look for more information in March
while we celebrate National Nutrition Month.
I’ll be offering weekly fruit and vegetable taste
tests, lessons on the habits of good nutrition,
cooking demonstrations, recipes, and activities to
inspire healthy eating. Together, we can make a
difference, just like Michelle Obama.

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Sign: Didn’t know but Google had their

back: Gemini

Favorite Food: I’ve never met food I didn’t
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like (aside from Lima beans).
Favorite Hobby: Surfing
Favorite Song: Be Quiet and

Drive (Far Away) - Deftones
Interesting Fact: I wrote a
book about my “adventures”
when I was younger under a
pseudonym.
What I love about
Kingsbury: I love knowing

that I work in a place that
makes a difference in
peoples lives.
Favorite Kingsbury
Memory: My favorite

memory was when I
became the Kingsbury
Rock Paper Scissors
Champion a couple
years ago - no
autographs please.

Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

Dr. Elliott Conklin, Psy. D.
Director of Outpatient Services

“He didn’t just teach
psychology. He taught
integrity.”
- Kenneth G. Clark, Ph.D.
Francis Cecil Sumner, Ph.D. (1895-1954)
Important Facts:
Dr. Sumner was the first African American to
earn a Ph.D. in psychology.
He helped create the Department of Psychology
at Howard University, which he chaired from
1928 to his death in 1954.
Many of Dr. Sumner’s students became
well-known experts in their field that made
extraordinary contributions to politics, society,
and education. Among them was Dr. Kenneth
Clark, whose “Doll Study” famously swayed the
Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education
by demonstrating that racial segregation
caused psychological harm to African American
children.

Dr. Sumner was born in Arkansas and raised
in Virginia and New Jersey. His parents were
repeatedly disappointed in the educational
opportunities available to their children, so they
stepped in to provide the bulk of instruction
themselves. Without a formal diploma, Dr. Sumner
successfully passed the entrance exams to attend
Lincoln University at the age of 15. He received his
doctorate from Clark University in 1920.
Dr. Sumner held several academic positions
throughout his career. His early worked focused
heavily on the effects of inequality in the college
application process on African Americans. Dr.
Sumner often struggled with financial insecurity
because most research institutions refused to offer
him grants for his work, and he was outspoken
about the presence of racial prejudice in his own
career. Despite these inequities, Dr. Sumner was
enormously accomplished in his research and
teaching, and he was revered by his students. His
contribution to the fields of psychology, religion,
and justice is unmistakable and invaluable.

COMMUNITY SERVICE!
Support our 9th Grade class as they use their
community service platform to give back to
those in need! Please donate non-perishable
canned food products, next week 2/25-2/28.
Donations can be turned in to Ms. Browne’s
classroom.
For more information, please contact Ms.
Browne at sbrowne kingsbury.org.

JOI N US!
Join us Thursday the 28th of February for
the Black History Special Assembly.

Soul Food
Potluck
In celebration of Black History Month
Kingsbury is having a community “Soul
Food Tasting” potluck!
Wednesday, February 27th
#foodforthesoul

Book Fair
Our 2019 Book Fair is here and it will
help support the Kingsbury Day School!
The book fair will also aid our students in
developing a greater passion for reading!
Monday March 18-Friday March 22, 2019
8:00 -11:00 a.m. (Monday - Friday)
3:00-6:00 p.m. (Monday-Thursday)
Open up your child’s imagination with a
book!

This month we captured groups of the Kingsbury
community at the Winter Ball. Music, smiles and
dancing was a great way to end the
week!

Kingsbury Students participating in the WHO AM I Black History
Month Assembly, celebrating impactful figures in history.

The WHO’S WHO for
this week is the one and
only Mr. Everett Litten!

Who’s it going to be?
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For 10 years World Read Aloud Day (WRAD) has
called attention to the importance of sharing stories
by challenging participants to grab a book, find an
audience, and read aloud! The global effort is now
celebrated in over 173 countries and counting!
Join the movement! Below you will find everything
you need to make WRAD a joyous day for students,
teachers, and families.
What does reading aloud mean to you? Share
your favorite read-aloud moments, memories
and events @MyKingsbury—a story, a picture, a
video, or drawing – using#WorldReadAloudDay
#KingsburyInspired
What book will you read aloud with your student?
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LOWER SCHOOL
Ms. Rogosin, M.A.
Lower School Lead Teacher

“What we learn to do, we learn by
doing.” - Thomas Jefferson
Fidgets and manipulatives have been buzzwords
for the last couple of years, but what are they?
Fidgets are tools that can help students focus
in the classroom. Sometimes it’s hard for our

concepts that allow students to recognize the
relationships between numbers and objects.
Games like scrabble or banana grams are also
great manipulatives. Counters can be found
at home as well. You can use beans, coins, or
cheerios to reinforce counting and practice these
concepts!

MIDDLE SCHOOL
Katie Myers
Music Therapist
Middle School students grades 6 and 7 have
created and began a musical game tournament
this quarter! Students created a list of their
favorite musical games, including Musical
Chairs, Piano Tiles, Guess the Song, Guess the

students to focus, and their brains or bodies may
need a break. Fidgets can be anything that won’t
distract from learning. Holding a plush animal or
squeezing a ball allows our students to refocus
their attention to the learning. Manipulatives are
also a great tool for our students.

“Manipulatives make the concepts
they have read about come to life
and help them remember how they
work” - Weichel
The most common manipulative are counters.
Counters are used to reinforce number sense

Instrument, Just Dance, Karaoke, and Create
Your Own Instrument. The 6th and 7th graders
helped to create clue cards for Guess the
Instrument using descriptive clues about each
of the different instruments. They also selected
favorite songs and created a playlist for Guess the
Song. Points are totaled as the games continue!

“We are the music makers, and
we are the dreamers of dreams.” Arthur O’Shaughnessy
Middle School grade 8 students have begun
a song creation project this quarter using MIDI
technology and Garageband software in the
Innovation Lab. Students are working together
in groups to create a beat and melody, and also
to write verses and chorus parts for the song.

field trips expanding their knowledge of topics
discussed and explored in the classroom. Art
and music projects will be merged into several
lessons about various topics, including the
Harlem Renaissance and revolutionary poetry!

Students in the 8th grade are rotating through
these groups to develop a variety of songwriting
skills. If you get a second, ask them about their
song!

UPPER SCHOOL

SCHOOL CLINICIAN

Juanita Irving
Upper School English Teacher

Dr. Kara Covington
Staff Psychologist

Exciting things have been taking place in the high
school English, debate, and advisory blocks.
From arguing the pro and con side of the abortion
debate, to passionately debating the fairness of
the Kingsbury cell phone policy, students have
developed their research, writing, and verbal
skills. Next semester, students will enjoy several

“All things change. Cultivate
flexibility rather than perfection.”
- Jewel
Have you ever had a thought that just didn’t
go away? Or do you have a habit or pattern

of behavior that you just must engage in, no
matter what? This year, the Lower School
students are continuing the Social Thinking
Curriculum, We Thinkers program. Kingsbury’s
students are currently learning Flexible and Stuck
Thinking during social skills development each
Tuesday. Flexible Thinking allows our children to
understand that there are choices and different
ways to look at situations. Our children are
learning to think of ideas, consider alternative

choices, let go of the thoughts or behaviors
that cause them to feel “stuck,” and try another
way. Parents can reinforce this skill by providing
at least two to three choices and allowing their
children to make decisions. Modeling flexible
behavior while using the language, “I’m being
flexible,” will assist your child in seeing the
process of engaging in compromise.

FI ND THE

FOOTBALLS!
Because this weekend is the big game, we
have hidden 10 footballs throughout this
issue! Can you find them all? We circled one
on this page, good luck with the others!

DID YOU
KNOW???
Blue and white are the
most common school
colors…. And they are
our school colors too!
#GoEagles

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Sign: Capricorn
Favorite Food: Enchiladas
Favorite Hobby: Dancing
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Favorite Song: Nights over

Egypt ( by the Jones sister’s )
Interesting Fact: I’m striving to
be a business owner
What I love about Kingsbury:

what I love about this job is
I’ve been able to witness the
positive affects of Kingsbury
on both the students and
parents
Favorite Kingsbury
Memory: My favorite

memory about Kingsbury
is when my daughter
was excited about
her improvement in
reading, thanks to
one of Kingsbury’s
tutors!
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Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

Some shots from around the school. Who is that helping
out a student? Nothing but smiles from Khyler
and Amir is being a great listener!

Upper School students Raphael and Aisha share what makes
them Kingsbury Inspired!….. Raphael describes his flourishing
passion in photography and Aisha shares her acceptance letter to
her FIRST CHOICE college, Trinity University! How inspired!

The WHO’S WHO for
this week is the one and
only Ms. Nafessiah
Carr!

DECEMBER 19, 2018

Happy Holidays from The
Kingsbury Center!
#UglySweaterParty
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HEADS UP!
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School

On behalf of the Kingsbury
Center faculty and staff, I
want to wish you and your
family a wonderful winter
break.
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Best wishes as you wrap up
2018 and prepare to usher
in a prosperous 2019.
Sincerely,
Dr. Dennis Campbell
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LOWER SCHOOL
Ms. Michelle Mosby
Lower School Teacher

Home-School Connection: Don’t forget to read
with your scholar daily and be a sight-word detective!
Also, ask “why and how” questions, to encourage
them to think further!!!

What: This month, students have been working
on various math concepts, such as: one-toone correspondence, counting, simple addition,
subtraction, and have used manipulatives to help
when teaching a concept. We also reviewed sight
words and constructed sentences using our sight
words while practicing writing. We also began to learn
about mammals and some of their attributes.

Academics: While using math counters, snap cubes,
and a number line, the students had the opportunity
to tap or move while they counted, or practiced their
addition or subtraction. We incorporated common
math language such as one more, add, subtract or
take away. In Language Arts, we reviewed sight words
and used tiles which helped students sound out and
spell the words. The students then wrote sentences
using the sight words. In Science, we learned about
mammals and what they “Have, Can, or Are.” This
explored what they look like or the habitats in which
they live. In writing, we would recall our story from
Language Arts, and wrote about what we would do if
we were in the story or in the same kind of situation as
the character(s) in the story.

Education is learning what
you didn’t even know you
didn’t know.
- Daniel J. Boorstin

Parents you can help by:
·
Setting weekly reminders and progress updates.
·
Help find materials for the project.
·
Try not to interfere, take over, or make too many
suggestions!
·
Follow the student’s line of inquiry or interests,
rather than your own, or a more scientific one.
·
Offer “I wonder what would happen if…” type of
statements if the student seems stuck.
·
Do not worry if the presentation looks imperfect,
it will!!!!
We are looking forward to working with you to make
this a valuable learning experience for your student.
We appreciate your support on this important project.
#ScienceROCKS

MIDDLE SCHOOL
LeVatrice Nora-Meullion
Science Teacher
It’s time to start thinking about our Science Fair
Projects! The Science Fair is a great way to generate
student interest and excitement around science.
Through their projects, students learn to:
·
THINK like scientists by developing and testing
their hypotheses and gathering/ interpreting data.
·
DEVELOP their organizational skills by planning
and executing their experiments.
·
ENHANCE their writing and oral presentation
skills by explaining their methods and process to
others.
In the upcoming weeks, students will receive
a schedule outlining due dates and important
information regarding their project. Ample time has
been scheduled and work has been spread out, so
students can complete the work at a comfortable
pace.

UPPER SCHOOL
Hillary Palleschi-Browne
Physical Education Teacher
In the month of December Physical Education in
Lower, Middle and Upper School is focusing on
Fitness.
The middle and high school students are required
to take a pre-test which will serve as the marker for
where each student currently stands, as well as a
motivator for them when it comes time for their post
test. In middle school, the pre-test consists of an eight
minute jog in addition to how many push-ups and situps each student can complete in thirty seconds.
In high school, students have to run for ten minutes
and see how many push-ups and sit-ups they can
do in one minute. So far students have been working
really hard to improve their scores.
In addition to endurance running, students in
middle and high school will be using the new fitness
room which includes a variety of materials such
as resistance bands, kettlebells, medicine balls, a
Bowflex machine, free weights and more. Students
will also learn about human anatomy and what
muscles they will be working out when participating in
the different activities.
Overall, my goal is for students see the value in
working out to promote lifelong fitness and the
importance of living a physically active lifestyle!

RELATED SERVICES
Alex Sullivan
Director of Speech and Language Services
With winter break just around the corner, it’s fair to
say that our scholars will be spending some of their
down-time in front of a screen. Here are some ways
you can keep their brains active, even when they just
want to zone-out in front of the TV.
When watching a TV show or movie, ask “whquestions” (e.g. who, what, when, where, why).
Find out ‘who’ they’re playing video games with.
‘Who’ their favorite character is. See if your scholar
is following along with the plotline by asking “why”

questions (e.g. “why do you think she was so mad?)”.
Ask about a character. Provide different character
traits, personalities, emotions and actions to help
them describe the character to you. Compare their
personality to a character’s. Find similarities and
differences in how they act.
When you hear a word being used on TV, ask them
what they think it means. Use the word in a sentence,
see if your scholar can try as well. You can carryover
this word and talk about it when riding the bus, or
getting ready in the morning.
Most of all, have fun! Explore their interests!

DID YOU KNOW?
Did you know that everyday is a holiday
somewhere in the world?
#HappyHolidaySeason

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Sign: Libra
Favorite Food: Jerk Salmon
Favorite Hobby: Traveling
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Favorite Song: Three Little Birds Bob Marley
Interesting Fact: I have four
grandchildren (3 boys, 1 girl)
What I love about Teaching:
Watching student progress
through our program and the
gains that they make along the
way.
Favorite Kingsbury
Memory: When Kingsbury
won its first championship.
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Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

The Furlow Reading Initiative is a partnership between
the Kingsbury Day School and the Wellness & Learning
Group, and it consists of intensive, evidence-based
reading intervention three times per week after school.
Our team of reading tutors consists of Juanita Irving
(Upper School), Charmaine Young-Gray (Middle
School), and Leia Baylor (Lower School). A small group
of Kingsbury students was identified to receive these
services free of charge from January to June, and we
will track their progress over time.
For more, please visit www.kingsburywellness.org!

Dr. Elliott Conklin, Psy. D.
Director of Outpatient Services

Furlow Reading
We are proud to announce the upcoming launch
of the Furlow Reading Initiative, a pilot program
designed to target core reading skills and improve
overall reading ability. Mary Furlow is a former
beneficiary of our tutoring services. She first came
to The Kingsbury Center in the 1960s as an adult
who had already established her career in the field
of nursing. At the time dyslexia was unknown to
most, and she had managed to hide her difficulties
in reading. Ms. Furlow benefited personally and
professionally with the support of our tutors.
Through a generous donation, she hopes that others
will have the same joy and good fortune. Reading is
the cornerstone of academic, social,
and professional success, and it is the sole focus of
this program.

KINGSBURY WELLNESS &
LEARNING GROUP

HOLIDAY TIPS & TRICKS
FOR BUSY PARENTS
~Foodnetwork.com

Have a safe and happy
holiday season!
We can’t wait to see
you in the new year!

* Make your own family traditions
* Counterbalance that sugar rush
* Brighten up every-night meals
* Give the dishwasher a rest
* Let the kids participate
* Skip the big dinner all together
* “Kid food” isn’t just for kids
For more, visit:
www.foodnetwork.com/holidaysand-parties/packages/holidays/
holiday-central-how-tos/holidaytips-and-tricks-for-busy-parents

CAPTURED
MOMENTS
Some snapshots from Grandparents
and Special Friends Day! Our
students did a fantastic job!

The WHO’S WHO for
this week is the one
and only Mr. Joseph
Moten!

YOU!
As we bring in the new year, we want to hear your
#KingsburyInspired stories! Share your favorite Kingsbury moment
from 2018, and tag us @MyKingsbury!
How inspired!

NOVEMBER 30, 2018

PICTURE WALK
Page 2

EGYPT BOUND!
Page 2

IT’S SO SCIENCE!
PAGE 3

GET MOVING!
Page 4

AND MUCH MORE!

Mayowa’s One Word
about Kingsbury is...
Determination!
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HEADS UP!
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School

“No one has ever become
poor by giving.”
- Anne Frank
We have come to associate the months of
November and December with “giving”. The
art of giving has many dimensions, and yet at
its core giving is one of the most powerful ways
for us to connect to each other. As educators,
we invest a significant amount of our time
expending thought, energy, and action engaged
in building relationships with students. The deep
relationships we forge with our students reflect
one of the primary ways that we give. One
important habit of mind that we nurture in our
students is that when you give of yourself you are
actually receiving. Over the holiday season let’s
remind ourselves and our students about the art
and joy of truly giving.

“The meaning of life is to
find your gift. The purpose
of life is to give it away.”
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- Pablo Picasso

LOWER SCHOOL
Ms. Rogosin, M.A
Lower School Lead Teacher
Students in Ms. Rogosin & Ms. Mosby’s classroom
have been diving into read alouds. Before we do a
read aloud students participate in a picture walk for
two days. A picture walk is previewing the pictures in
a storybook to familiarize the student with the story
prior to introducing the text. Recently, we have been
doing a picture walk to learn about African animals
for science and language arts. Students are working
on verbalizing what they see in the illustrations and
pictures.

Reading is to the mind
what exercise is to the
body.
- Joseph Addison
By allowing students to practice and preview the
book, it allows the student to get a feel for where and
when the story happens, the characters in the story,

and what might happen in the story. Our students
have grown in their responses when asked questions
in comparison to the beginning of the year. This is
a great strategy to use at home as well. Have your
student look at the pictures and ask them, “What do
you see?” or “What do you think could happen next?”
We look forward to exploring more books in the new
year!

MIDDLE SCHOOL
Luke Terranova
History Teacher
The 6th and 7th grade group we are currently learning
about Ancient Egypt. To start off the unit, we learned
about the geographical features within the country.
Understanding the geography in Egypt is crucial in
order to comprehend their culture. I wanted to create
a project that encouraged the students to do both
individual and group research on the topic. As a
class, we decided to make a 3D model of Egypt that
outlined each geographical feature. It began with

UPPER SCHOOL
Jen Connerton
Upper School Science Teacher
In Anatomy and Physiology, students are exploring
ways in which the skeletal and muscular systems work
together in the human body. Students are connecting
their knowledge of the structure and function of
those two systems learned in the classroom, to
real-life applicability. Students are gaining a deeper
understanding of diseases and disorders related to
the skeleton and muscles. This gives students the
opportunity to play the role of a nurse or doctor. The
real-life applicability allows students to become even
more excited and engaged with the content being
learned.
In Biology, students are developing a deeper
understanding of biochemistry, and the properties
of water in relation to cellular processes. Students
participated in hands-on demonstrations to visualize
the abstract content related to certain components of
each student having their own designated role to fulfill.
The students were then able to complete the project
cohesively.

We are not makers of
history. We are made by
history.
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

The finished product is being displayed in our
Innovation Lab. For each civilization that we continue
to explore, we will construct a 3D model of it. By
the end of the year, we will have several completed
civilizations to display, reflective of their progress in
learning the content.

biochemistry. By completing demonstrations, students
are having fun and gaining a deeper understanding of
the content.

Hiking improves endurance, gross motor strength,
balance, and gross motor coordination. All of these
translate to improved performance in the classroom,
in physical education class, and at recess at school.

RELATED SERVICES

The following are hikes that are metro accessible
and free to the public. So, instead of hibernating
this winter, consider putting on a hat and gloves and
embrace the cold in nature!

Cheryl Farley
Director of Physical Therapy
Get Moving This Winter!
As winter approaches the DC Metro area, we all
have the inclination to spend less time outside. I
am far more tempted to burrow inside toasty and
warm then venture out in the chilly, brisk weather that
accompanies the upcoming months.

DC Area Hikes (courtesy of brightestyoungthings.
com):
Capital Crescent Trail
Circulator to Georgetown, Wisconsin Avenue and K
Street stop
Theodore Roosevelt Island
Blue/Orange Line to Rosslyn Metro, 0.6-mile walk
from Metro
Rock Creek Park
Multiple entry points, all over NW DC
Burnt Mills Reservoir and Northwest Branch Trail
Red Line to Silver Spring Metro, Z2 or Z8 Metrobus 17
stops to Colesville Road and WSSC Dam

DID YOU KNOW?
Did you know that reindeer like bananas?
#HappyHolidaySeason

However, this area has some wonderful hiking
opportunities that can be accessed year-round, with
many being metro accessible! Hiking is a great option
for many children. It allows them to move at their
own pace and challenge themselves within their own
comfort levels. Some children can’t wait to scramble
up rocks, while others are satisfied to stay on the
main trail. No matter how adventurous you may
be, hiking is beneficial to our kids for many reasons.

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Sign: Gemini
Favorite Food: Cashews
Favorite Hobby: Reading
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Favorite Song: Trouble Everyday
by Frank Zappa
Interesting Fact: Never attended
the same school twice
What I love about Teaching:
Teaching is versatile - there is no
right or wrong way to teach as
long as a student ‘gets it’
Favorite Kingsbury Memory:
Alumni Dinners - what a treat
to see how far our students
soar after graduating!!
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Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

Rather than refer clients to various providers in
the community for supplemental treatment, the
Wellness & Learning Group has the therapeutic
and educational resources on hand to develop
comprehensive, individualized remediation plans. Few
other organizations in the DC area or elsewhere can
claim the combined expertise of clinical psychology,
occupational therapy, physical therapy, speech
pathology, and tutoring within a small, communityfocused organization.
Stay tuned as we send you updates every so often to
make announcements and share our progress. Here
are some of the highlights since our launch:

We are up and running! Psychological
testing is our flagship service, and our
psychologists have been busy.
Dr. Elliott Conklin, Psy. D.
Director of Outpatient Services

SPREAD THE WORD!
Have You Heard The Exciting News About The
Wellness & Learning Group?
It has been a busy and bustling start for us since our
launch in January of this year. For those of you who
don’t yet know us, the Wellness & Learning Group
is a division of The Kingsbury Center in Northwest
Washington, DC. We are a multidisciplinary team
of dedicated professionals working collaboratively
to provide exceptional therapeutic and educational
services to children and adults of the Greater DC
community.
We treat the whole person.
Neuropsychological Assessment
Psychotherapy
Occupational Therapy
Speech & Language Therapy
Physical Therapy
Tutoring
Yoga for Kids

It’s private school admissions testing season.
Families in need of an admissions
evaluation should contact Dr. Lauren Siegel
at (202) 545-2410, ext. 1.
We have a new movement gym for
occupational and physical therapy!=
The Yoga SPOT (yoga for kids!) will
officially launch in Spring, 2019.
For more, please visit www.kingsburywellness.org!

KINGSBURY WELLNESS &
LEARNING GROUP

THANK YOU
FOR GIVING!
Thank you for all of your contributions, in support
of our Kingsbury Scholarship Fund!

ATTENTION FAMILIES
There have been some concerns about speeding in
the pick-up line. Please exercise
caution when dropping off and
picking up your students. As
always, we want to ensure the
safety of our students. Thank you
for your cooperation.

LET’S GO
EAGLES!
Please join us in supporting our varsity basketball
team as they compete in the “Winter Hoop-Sicle”
tournament, this Saturday, December 1st!

STAY IN THE
LOOP!
Stay up-to-date on all of our upcoming
“One Word, One Gift” news and events
at https://www.kingsbury.org/supportus/one-gift .
One Word.
One Gift.
One Kingsbury.

SAVE THE DATE
Grandparents and Special Friends Day
will be celebrated in the Great Room at
10:00 am on December the 12th! Mark
your calendars!

CAPTURED
MOMENTS
Some snapshots from giving day!
We appreciated all who participated
online and in person!

The WHO’S WHO for
this week is the one and
only Ms. Kelly Dau!
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HEADS UP!
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School
Do More Doing

“For the things we have to learn
before we can do them, we learn by
doing them.”
-Aristotle
A few days ago, I had what initially seemed to be a
rather mundane conversation with one of our elementary
students who asked me why did I have a pitch fork in my
office. I must admit that I thought of several humorous
responses before I turned to the student wryly stating,
“To fork big things…” Watching the student’s response I
could see that he appeared uncertain whether or not to
laugh. Yet, before he was able utter his next thought I
quickly followed up intimating, “…The pitch fork was used
to till the soil in the three raised garden beds we started
last year. We planted vegetables and herbs in those
gardens…” His eyes widened while he cracked a large
grin stating, “We need to get kids out of the building to do
more things…”
I found this quick exchange informing and reinforcing.
My conversation with this fifth grader reflects what I
think most educators and parents already know. We all
learn by doing. It is in the doing that students explore,
discover, fail, think, and learn. Thinking deeply while you
are engaged in the process of learning is what supports
deep learning. As Kingsbury’s approach to teaching and
learning continues to evolve, connecting learning to the
real world for students is central to developing them as
critical thinkers and thoughtful doers.
Let’s keeping doing, thinking and learning!

LOWER SCHOOL
Michelle Mosby
K-2 Teacher
This month students have been working on various
math concepts, such as, one-to-one correspondence,
skip counting and quantifying more or less. We
also reviewed sight words, learned about maps and
practiced writing. Very often, we use manipulatives to
help when teaching a concept. We also experienced
some hands-on learning, while constructing a 3-D
map.

a person navigate from one place to another. We also
talked about how maps used symbols to represent
various objects. In writing, we wrote a class story and
learned that stories have a beginning, middle, and an
ending. We wrote a story about a girl named Patti
and her friend, Minnie. The story described the perils
of the playground….What should she play with next?

“It does not matter how slowly you
go, as long as you don’t stop”
~Confucius

Home-School Connection: Don’t forget to read with
your scholar daily and be a sight-word detective!

MIDDLE SCHOOL
Academics: While using math counters or snap
cubes, the students had the opportunity see, move,
tap or feel the numbers while they counted or made
groups to compare. We incorporated common math
language such as more than, less than, equal to and
fewer. In language arts, we reviewed sight words and
used tiles helping the students sound out and spell the
words. In social studies, we learned that maps show
what places look like from above, and how they help

Selena Taylor
Math Teacher

“Q?rius!”
During the month of October, 8th grade students
participated in two school programs at Q?rius. Q?rius
is an interactive learning space within the Natural

“Every once in a while, a new
technology, an old problem, and a
big idea turn into an innovation.”
~ Dean Kamen
Darwin has created 3 prototypes. In his last
prototype, he created a wind turbine. In each design
there were road blocks and design challenges. Darwin
use the Scientific Method Process to preserver
through to complete his designs. Through this

History Museum. During “Mystery at Yorktown
Creek,” students employed forensic tools and
techniques to study human bones and artifacts found
within a skeleton. They worked in teams to answer
collections-based questions using the scientific
method during the “Q?rius Collections Challenge.”

UPPER SCHOOL
LeVatrice Nora-Meullion
Science Teacher
In the Innovation Class, students are learning
techniques for improving the flexibility and originality
of their thinking and exploring approaches. Used
by managers and organizations, this creates and
sustains high levels of their innovation. Topics
included: personal thinking preferences, everyday
creativity and eliminating mental blocks, creative
thinking techniques, idea selection approaches,
teaming techniques for creativity, conditions that
promote creativity, design for interaction, disruptive
technologies, and intellectual property. This course
used fun, hands-on activities to stimulate innovation.

design, he was so fascinated about enter workings
of the prototype, that he conducted research and
realized the impact and necessities for wind turbines.
In the weeks to come, Darwin plans to create a
powerpoint presentation to talk about the impact and
necessities for a wind turbine. He plans to present
this information with a hands-on component to the
Lower School Division. He will finish this project with
the production of miniature models to supply energy
to our school!
The students are making real life connections to
their projects, which makes for a deep learning of
the subject matter, thus LEARNING ON ANOTHER
LEVEL!

CLINICIAN ARTICLE
Melissa Hulton
Director of Occupational Therapy

Does your Child Struggle with
Executive Functioning?

all children will have their own profile of strengths and
weaknesses. However, if these issues remind you of
your own son or daughter, it may be worthwhile to
learn more about executive functioning and strategies
that may help your family. Please don’t hesitate to
reach out to the Occupational Therapy Department or
your child’s teacher for further information.

Executive functioning refers to the essential skills
that we all use every day to accomplish just about
everything. They help us plan, organize, make
decisions, shift between situations or thoughts,
control our emotions and impulsivity, and learn from
past mistakes. Students rely on their executive
functions for everything from taking a shower to
packing a backpack and completing school work.

“Strive for Progress, Not
perfection.”
~Unknown
Common Red Flags
Has Your Child Shown Long Term Issues With The
Following?
· Losing and misplacing his/her belongings
· Needing constant prompting to start chores
or homework
· Waiting until the last minute to complete a
long term project
· Leaving for school without homework, lunch,
jacket, etc.
· Bedroom is very disorganized and/or messy
· School notebooks and folders are very
disorganized
· Unaware of the passing of time/deadlines
· Needing ongoing prompts to complete all the
steps of daily routines such as dressing and
bathing
· Forgetting to come home on time
· Breaking rules
· Forgetting to do the task or chore you just
asked him/her to complete
This list includes common issues for children with
weaknesses in executive functioning skills. Certainly

DID YOU KNOW?

Did you know that birds couldn’t survive without
gravity? Unlike humans and other animals, birds can
only swallow when gravity pulls the food down into
thier stomachs! If you
were hanging upside
down and we gave
you a snack, you could
still swallow because
of the muscles in your
throat but not a bird!
NOW YOU KNOW!!

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Sign: Aries
Favorite Food: It’s a tie between Tex-Mex,
Ethiopian and Japanese!
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Favorite Hobby: Cooking, gardening
and digital DJing.
Favorite Song: Monitor by
Siouxsie & The Banshees and all
House music.
Interesting Fact About You:
I was a club DJ earlier in life,
I have 14 year old twin sons,
and I live in the Kingsbury
neighborhood.
What You Love About
Teaching: Sharing my
way of making art with my
students.
Favorite Kingsbury
Memory: Getting hired
after my demo classes
went oh so well!

Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

conditions. Even though individual studies come
to widely different conclusions, broad analysis of
these studies and their data shows that overall
differences are not significant. Remember that patient
characteristics make the greatest contribution to
therapy outcome. The second largest contribution
comes from characteristics of the relationship between
the patient and therapist, such as expressions
of empathy, positive affirmation, and a working
connection between the two – often referred to as
“alliance.” There are some conditions, eating disorders
and phobias for example, that have been shown to
work best with specific treatments. There are also a
handful of treatments that may even cause harm (e.g.,
Holding Therapy). Across most conditions, however,
the quality of the relationship is most important.
Beware of any mental health professional that boasts
the methods of one treatment over another.

Elliott Conklin Psy.D.
Director of Outpatient Services

What is psychotherapy?
Psychotherapy is a set of clinical methods drawn
from psychological principles to “assist people to
modify their behaviors, cognitions, emotions, and/or
other personal characteristics” as they desire. How
therapy looks or feels depends on the people giving
and receiving it, but all forms are rooted in dialogue.
Does psychotherapy work?
YES. The research literature overwhelming
supports benefits of psychotherapy for most
psychological conditions in children, adults, and
older adults. Variations in effectiveness are most
heavily influenced by “patient characteristics,”
such as severity, complexity, and social support.
Benefits of psychotherapy tend to last longer and
require less additional treatment than those of drug
treatments, such as anti-depressants or anti-anxiety
medications. In fact, in many studies measuring
effectiveness in psychotherapy, participants reported
that their gains not only endured, but continued to
grow long past the point of completion.
What type of therapy works best?
There have been numerous studies comparing
different psychotherapy treatments for different

Golf Tournament
KINGSBURY GOLF CLASSIC
Join us for a HOLE lot of fun on Tuesday, October
30th. Enjoy a round of golf, good food and help
change the lives of students!
Registration Extended! Register TODAY!
To register online please visit http://www.kingsbury.org/
support/golfclassic.cfm
If you have further questions, please contact
Jo Boukhira at jboukhira@kingsbury.org or call
202.440.0778.

Horseback Riding
Therapeutic Horseback Riding Program Opening:
The therapeutic horseback riding program, at Rock Creek Park Horse Center,
uses horses and equine-assisted activities in order to achieve goals that
enhance physical, emotional, social, cognitive, behavioral, and educational
skills. Therapeutic riding provides benefits in the areas of health, education,
sport, recreation, and leisure. It focuses on the therapeutic riding skills, as well
as the development of a relationship between horse and rider. Using a team
approach, students will learn about horses and how to take care of one.
Instructor: Alison Duvall, Certified Instructor, Rock Creek Stables
Students: Boys and Girls, ages 7-15
Dates and Times: Wednesdays, 12:45 PM - 3:30 PM, November 7th December 19th
Location: Rock Creek Park Stables, Washington, DC.
Cost: $300.0 for 6 sessions
Maximum: 4 students
If you are interested or would like more information, please contact:
Kenella Moten
Director of Afterschool & Enrichment
202.722.5555 x 2014
kmoten@kingsbury.org

Fall Fest
Join Us For The Kingsbury Fall Fest!
Monday, October 29th
4:30p - 6:00p
The Kingsbury Center
5000 14th Street NW
Washington, DC 20011
Featuring Pumpkin Carving, Face Painting, Bobbing For Apples, Bean Bag
Toss, Music, Fall Treats, Trunk-Or-Treating & More!
Costumes are welcomed!
If you are interested in being a trunker, please email Jen Henderson, at
jhenderson@kingsbury.org

CAPTURED
MOMENTS
Students supporting the anti bullying
campaign with smiles and signs.

This year, the yearbook is being created using as
much input from the students as possible. Last
month, there was a contest held to determine what
the yearbook cover would look like. There were
many great submissions, but there could only be
one winner. The winner of the cover contest was
Upper School student Deron.
Congrats Deron!
Now that’s inspired!

The WHO’S WHO for
this week is the one and
only Mr. Moses! Our
new art teacher!
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Upper School student
Mali, grabbed this
cover shot of one of
our Kingsbury critters
through the tank.
GREAT JOB MALI!
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HEADS UP!
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School

“When dealing with people, remember you
are not dealing with creatures of logic, but
with creatures of emotion.”
-Dale Carnegie
Welcome to the 2018-2019 school year, and to this year’s
first edition of the Front & Center. It is hard to believe that
we have just wrapped up our fifth week of classes. Earlier
this week, at Back-to-School Night, you learned about
a few of the new approaches we have implemented this
year to support student learning outcomes.
I want to briefly touch on one of the new exciting
initiatives we have launched this year. The Kingsbury
advisory system. We have always approached our work
with students by placing them at the center of their
learning experience. The Kingsbury advisory system
deepens this student-centered practice. The advisory
sets the tone for community building, supports social
emotional development, and deepens learning. The
research from the Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence,
the Collaborative for Academics and Social Emotional
Learning, and Harvard University’s Ecological Approaches
to Social Emotional Learning Lab is clear that high quality
social emotional supports and interventions foster healthy
development and increases achievement.
Here is how the advisory works. The advisory is a small
community within Kingsbury. It is both a dedicated time
and a series of experiences that occur every day for
students to develop supportive relationships with an
adult they trust, as well as with their peers. Our students
spend an hour at the beginning of each day participating
in opportunities that prepare them to engage in deep
learning. The connections and relationships established
in advisory are foundational to moving ahead with ease,
in anticipation of increasing academic rigor and evolving
social networks. Our small advisory group setting plays
an essential role in establishing school cultural norms,
developing students self-efficacy, and providing students
with opportunities to try out new ideas and explore their
own identities. In the process, they cultivate a sense of self
academically, emotionally, and socially.
Again, we are excited about the year ahead and look
forward to a year filled with growth and success!

DIVING RIGHT IN!
Meredith Reese

Lead Teacher

This month in the 3-5 classroom, students jumped
right into learning the in’s and out’s of an average day
here at Kingsbury! We started off the year by

throughout the day that are entered into RenWeb and
cashed out at the end of the week for fun prizes at
the “Eagle’s Nest”. This is such a fun and rewarding
activity to experience with the students. Feel free to
ask how many tickets your child received when they
get home from a great day at school!
#EaglePride #GoEagles

GETTING
iREADY!
Courtney Legg

Special Education Coordinator/Reading
Teacher
Welcome to the 2018-2019 school year! I am
so excited to begin my 7th year teaching at
Kingsbury. As the Middle School Reading teacher,
I will be working with your students throughout
the year on developing critical reading skills and
improving overall reading abilities.

Students excited to answer the questions on the first
week of school
getting to know each other’s interests and personality
traits. We played some fun games such as “Student
Scavenger Hunt”, “Hopes and Dreams” and “Popsicle
Talk” to build our classroom community and learn
more about one another. Along with getting to
know each other, students have been working hard
on displaying their Eagle Pride. We have already
reached our first goal of gaining 10 Eagle Feathers
as a whole class to earn “Extra Tech Time” as a
reward! Students can display P.R.I.D.E. by showing
respect to adults and peers, staying on task, following
class and hallway rules, and being a kind friend or
helper. Students earn individual Eagle Pride tickets

“You don’t know how
lucky you are to be
loved.”
–Calvin O’Keefe, in A
Wrinkle in Time
To start off the year, all
Middle School students took
the iReady Reading Adaptive
Diagnostic to assess their
current reading level. After
taking the diagnostic,
the iReady program
automatically provides
individualized lessons to
the students based on the
assessment, which we will

work on as a part of class. Additionally, we have
read three chapters of our first novel for the year, A
Wrinkle in Time. Students are loving the vivid imagery
and language in this classic work of science fiction. I
am looking forward to an exciting, educational year!
Please feel free to reach out to me at anytime with
questions or concerns.

MAKING MATH
ACTIVE!
Sandra Browne

Upper School Math Interventionist
As a Teacher here at The Kingsbury Center, we have
to find creative ways for our scholars to learn the basic

drills such as multiplication tables. One of the activities
our scholars engage in during math classes is
something I call, “Count it Off”. Together, students
decide which fact family they will focus on, and then
form a circle. For example, if they choose the four
times tables, one after another, student begins by
counting numbers until they come to a multiple of four
(4, 8, 12, 16,…). The scholar whose turn it is to call
out the multiples of four will instead say, “Pass,” and
the game continues on to 100.

“Numbers are the highest
degree of knowledge. It is
knowledge itself.”
-Plato
An interesting twist to this activity is using a
small bean bag where our scholars randomly
choose the next person.
This is a team building activity where scholars
learn to stay focused, pay attention, apply
listening skills, practice multiplication table
drills, and have fun learning and coaching
each other.

CONFIDENCE

Charlie Johnson, Ph.D.
Clinical Psychologist

“Success isn’t cooked
in a microwave, it is
cooked in a crockpot.”
-B. Watkins
Scholars are all smiles while learning math facts!

In therapy, I often encounter teens that only
half-jokingly refer to themselves as “fully grown” men.

Parents of older adolescent males can readily identify.
Testosterone-fueled bravado often co-exists uneasily
with parents having to remind their sons to observe
basic age-appropriate behavior. In discussing the

True confidence naturally flows from the realization
that one has acquired the skills necessary to respond
resiliently, flexibly, and effectively to adversity. Real
men see the value of success by approximation!

DID YOU
KNOW!?
This weeks did you know comes from the world of
astronomy (the study of planets).
Venus is the only planet in the solar system that
rotates clockwise, whereas all other planets rotate
counter-clock wise!
Look up some more planet facts and impress your
friends!

transition from adolescence to manhood with teens
I usually offer the opinion that a mature man tends
to surround himself with others who value him and
endeavor to hold him accountable for his actions.
In doing so, with support and encouragement, he is
able to take an inventory of self while also nurturing a
healthy working understanding of his strengths AND
weaknesses. Moreover, he readily admits that he is
a work in progress. By contrast, an arrogant man is
terrified by even the hint of “weakness” or vulnerability.
He convinces himself that he is a self-made, finished
product, and walks confidently and blindly toward
disappointment while struggling mightily to make the
connections between his thoughts, feelings, actions,
and likely, predictable outcomes.

Beware the “man” who
mistakes arrogance,
bravado, and “pride” for
self-assurance.

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Sign: Taurus
Favorite Food: Fajitas
Favorite Hobby: Going to concerts and
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festivals.
Favorite Song: If I Was A Bird by
Floetry
Interesting Fact About You: I
love to travel Especially to places
with great beaches.
What You Love About
Your Job: When scholars
independently use an effective
strategy that I taught them.
Favorite Kingsbury
Memory: Traveling to
Rehoboth with the seniors
in 2016.
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Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

Yearbook Contest
Elliott Conklin Psy.D.
Director of Outpatient Services
Have you heard the news about Kingsbury’s
Wellness & Learning Group?
The Kingsbury Wellness & Learning Group is a
multidisciplinary team of dedicated professionals
working collaboratively to provide exceptional
therapeutic and educational services to children and
adults of the Greater DC community.
At the Wellness & Learning Group
We treat the WHOLE person.
To learn more about our resources and services, visit
us on-line today at kingsburywellness.org

We are asking all of our talented students to help us by
designing the cover of the yearbook!
If you think you have what it takes, submit your design
to Ms. Young (located in room 203) and the winning
designer will not only get their artwork on the cover of
the 2018-2019 yearbook but will also win a $50.00 gift
card!
Rules
Your design should be on 8.5x11 paper.
All submissions must be turned in by October
12th.
The theme for the art should be “It’s a new day
at Kingsbury!”
You must be in Middle or Upper school to join
the contest.
The winner will be announced on October 19th.

Golf Tournament
Join us for a HOLE lot of fun on Tuesday, October
30th. Enjoy a round of golf, good food and help
change the lives of students!
Deadline for Registration: October 26, 2018

To register on-line please visit http://www.kingsbury.
org/support/golfclassic.cfm
If you have further questions, please contact
Jo Boukhira at jboukhira@kingsbury.org or call
202.440.0778.
All proceeds from the 7th Annual Kingsbury Classic
go towards the Kingsbury Scholarship Fund.
The scholarship provides students with tutoring,
counseling and other integrated services to support
their academic achievement.

Casti ng call!
Do you want to be a model? We are rolling out a new
and exciting campaign, and need your help! We are
accepting models of all ages, from young to old! If you
want to be part of this project, please submit a selfie
video of you smiling and/or laughing to
elitten@kingsbury.org. We will then feature your video
in our collection! All videos submitted will be used
(barring any technical issues). To ensure that your
submission is used, make sure that your video is well
lit so that we can see your face(s) clearly. The only
requirement is that your video be no longer than 3
seconds... and that you are HAPPY!
All videos submitted will become property of The Kingsbury Center and will be used for marketing
purposes. By submitting a video, you grant permission to reuse and post the video on-line and in
public viewings.

Enrichment Program Update:
Now that summer is officially over and the students
are well into their school routine, I am happy to
announce that the fall after-school enrichment
programs have arrived! Please take a moment to
inquire about the wonderful assortment of activities
which will include Chess,Yoga and Therapeutic
Horseback. Detailed information about each course,
pricing, and available time slots can be found on the
registration form.
If you have any questions about any of the programs
that are offered through the Extended Day Program,
please do not hesitate to call me at (202)722-5555, or
e-mail me at kmoten@kingsbury.org.

Back
-to-School Night
On Tuesday we enjoyed having the Kingsbury Family
together for Back-to-School night.
Thank you to everyone who helped make it a
success!

CAPTURED
MOMENTS
Here are a group of photos from the senior
retreat!

Our Lower School 3-5 classroom
is SOARING high because they
exceeded their goals regarding
eagle pride points. Great job
everyone keep on showing that
EAGLE PRIDE! #GOEAGLES
Sophia works on her set list during
free draw time.

The WHO’S WHO for this
week is the one and only
Ms. Tanesha Simmons,
Occupational Therapist
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Charlie is reflecting on
another great school
year!
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HEADS UP!
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School
Deliberate Practice
“Be so good they can’t ignore you.” - Steve Martin
Graduation season is in full swing replete with celebratory
gatherings and inspiring commencement speeches. The
speeches often wax on about life beyond graduation with
some customary call to action for students to find what
they love or follow their passion.
Several weeks ago a former colleague of mine intimated
that he thought most graduation speeches were full of
platitudes worth forgetting. Although I am not completely
convinced he is right, I have been mulling over what might
stick with graduates as they are launched into their next
respective learning and life adventure.
Recently, I read an interesting article by Ozan Varol,
a rocket scientist and law professor, that panned the
overused commencement theme “follow your passion.”
Varol argues that following your passion is both wrong and
dangerous because it saddles one with a career path filled
with confusion and dread. I am not convinced that is the
case. I do think the right amount of uncertainty and level
of stress is probably healthy for students as they figure out
what impact they want to have on the world.
Yet, what resonated with me about Varol’s assertion
that following your passion is bad advice is the idea
of deliberate practice. In the article, Varol references
Georgetown University computer science professor Cal
Newport’s book, So Good They Can’t Ignore You: Why
Skills Trump Passion in the Quest for Work You Love.
Doing something over and over again until you have
mastered it is at the core of Newport’s ideas. In other
words, satisfaction comes only after you build expertise
at what you do. Think of the countless hours expended
to get better by LeBron James or Steph Curry, or the
painstaking work and research of Nobel Prize winner and
preeminent geneticist Elizabeth Blackburn.
Remember to be so good, you can’t be ignored.
Congratulations Kingsbury Class of 2018!

FIELD DAY!
Sasha Grunza
LARC Speech Pathologist
This week, our scholars had an opportunity to
participate in the field-day activities. The day was
packed with so many fun experiences! They rotated
through stations, which included bowling, ring toss,
and basketball. They even enjoyed “cutting a rug” with
schoolmates.

“It’s the teacher that makes the
difference, not the classroom”.
-Michael Morpurgo

good while playing/working hard, and why?
Like playing games with your little ones? Use these
games as an opportunity to learn, such as using a
hop-scotch game to practice with sight words or
simple math, as we have in the classroom! You’ll be
surprised at how much learning can happen when it’s
“just a game”.
We’ve had such a wonderful time teaching you and
learning from you! We will miss you so much, and
hope you have a great summer and next-year, at your
new schools. Ms. Sasha and I will not know what to
do, Yao, with no one to tell us there’s a duck on our
heads. Julien, we will probably be so bored without
any spontaneous games of tag. Love you both to
pieces. Good luck, take care…
Sincerely,
your classroom teachers, Mrs. Mosby and Ms. Sasha

WHAT TIME
IS IT?
Jessica Flinn
Lower School Lead Teacher

“You may delay but
time will not”.
- Benjamin Franklin

Julien Sprints under the parachute!
Our scholars were able to use skills and strategies
learned throughout the year, such as turn taking,
patience while doing the Limbo, sharing the rings
(for tossing), encouraging their friends when they
engaged in the obstacle course, and sportsmanship
while playing basketball. While these skills may seem
simple, they can definitely pose a challenge to our
younger scholars. You can encourage your scholars
to use these skills and strategies by asking them what
they think their friend could say to make them feel

The last two weeks in Ms. Flinn’s
class, we have worked on telling
time. The students explored different
parts of the clock and how they all work together. We
put together clocks, and the students used them to
tell time. They learned how to tell time to the half hour
and hour on digital and analog clocks. Together, they
were able to figure out if an event occurred at night
or in the morning. We played games where students
raced to find the most matches on their clocks. The
interactive activities that the students did in teams was
fun in seeing who could tell time correctly, and reach
the finish line first. It was a “good time” for everyone.

What time does this clock say, students?
Dear Families,
I have enjoyed the time I have spent with all of
students. Thank you so much for welcoming me
with open arms as a new teacher to your student.
Each day is full of laughter that they bring to my day.
I love watching their faces light up as they learn new
things and master new concepts. My best memories
come from watching them interact with each other
throughout the day. They never cease to surprise
me with what they say or do. I love that about each
and every one of them. Thank you for fostering their
learning at home. Have a summer full of learning, fun,
and love.
Ms. Flinn

SIM CIVILIZATION
Terry Griggs
Middle School Lead Teacher

In Middle School this week, students have been
working on creating their own civilization. The World
History class is doing an end-of-year project creating
a keynote presentation. Each student is allowed to
create their own civilization and state all the items they

will have in it. They will choose the location
based on the type of weather and climate
they want to
live in. This
choice will be
an actual city
or country.
Then they will
also choose
what type of
technology
their civilization
will have. The
main objective
is for students
to think of is
how people
will get food
or water, and
what type
of homes their citizens
will live in. Finally, students will decide on the size of
their civilization and what it will be known for. The
students will determine the size of their civilization, and
whether it is a city-state, nation, or empire. This will
then let students determine what their civilization will
be known for. For example, they will explain whether
their civilizations will be known for specialties such as
mining, manufacturing, or artistry.
As we close on this successful school year, I want to
wish everyone a safe and enjoyable summer, filled with
happiness and many memories!

CONGRATS
GRADUATES!
Nora Divine-Carter
Upper School Lead Teacher

The seniors here at Kingsbury have completed
their Capstone Projects, presented at the Science
Symposium, and finished their final exams. This week
we focused on celebrating the seniors and their
accomplishments at the Senior Luncheon and Sunset
Ceremony. The students will receive their diplomas at
our graduation ceremony this Saturday, June 9.

We are so proud of the hard work and dedication that
our students have put in to get to this point in their
lives and educational careers. As young adults with
learning differences, our students have overcome
obstacles that would make most people want to give
up. They have embraced these challenges with grace,
strength, and determination.

The senior class gathers for a group shot on the
porch.
As our students approach the next step in their
journey, we are confident that these young men and
women will have a positive impact on the people
around them. The graduating class of 2018 is a
dynamic group of students who are about to make
their mark on the world. We can’t wait to see what the
future holds for their bright young minds!

on sensitive and complex topics such as violence,
race, sexuality, and mental health. The show 13
Reasons Why recently released a second season,
and teenagers are again intrigued by the dramatic
portrayal of bullying and suicide.
While it may not be recommended for all students
to watch shows like 13 Reasons Why, if your child is
interested, watch it with them. Use it as an opportunity
to explore controversial topics, ask questions,
and listen to your child’s answers. Reinforce the
idea that parents and school staff are here to help,
and familiarize yourself with the warning signs of
depression and suicidality. Kingsbury psychologists
are always available if you have any specific concerns;
don’t hesitate to contact us. For more information,
check out the National Association of School
Psychologists’ helpful website on the subject: https://
www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/
resources/school-safety-and-crisis/preventing-youthsuicide/13-reasons-why-netflix-series-considerationsfor-educators/13-reasons-why-netflix-seriesconsiderations-for-educators
Or, take a photo of this QR
code with your smart phone
and you will be re-directed to
the link.

Congratulations to the Class of 2018!

NETFLIX
BINGE
Dr. Lauren Siegel
Clinical Psychologist

Kids, teens, and adults are all guilty of
enjoying a Netflix binge, especially in the
summer! There are so many shows to
choose from! As parents and educators, we
should take steps to monitor what our kids
are watching. In some cases, shows touch
Netflix. Buh...Bummmm!

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Sign: Scorpio.
Favorite Food: Chicken and Waffles.
Favorite Hobby: Playing chess.
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Favorite Song: The Boxer, by Simon
& Garfunkel.
Interesting Fact About You:
My undergraduate degree is a
Bachelor of Music.
What You Love About
Teaching: I don’t teach, but
I love noticing how much
students grow and mature in
such a short time!
Favorite Kingsbury
Memory: When one of my
students performed an
improv comedy monologue
in my office for a straight
30 minutes.

Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

things together. They have overcome challenges
and explored new horizons. They have struggled
and occasionally failed, and they have learned. The
summer is a time for renewal. As you prepare for
vacations, summer activities, or time with family, we
hope that you may also have the chance to rest and
reset. We look forward to your return this fall!

Elliott Conklin
Director of Outpatient Services
SUMMER: A TIME FOR RENEWAL
We are already halfway through 2018. New Year’s
resolutions are either well underway or long
forgotten, but for educators and families with
children the year that really counts is coming to
an end. Students are taking their final exams, and
faculty are preparing to close up classrooms for
the summer. It is a busy and even hectic time for all
involved, and it is easy to lose track of our long-term
goals in pursuit of the immediate demands. When
this occurs, we can fall into old mental habits and
reactions that, while often effective in the moment,
steer us off course.
Buddhists call this “grasping at self.” When reality
seems to shrink down to the problems and needs
of right now, when we become desperate in our
attachments to what we think we need and what we
are afraid to lose, when we forget to notice the world
around as it is, breathing and undulating to a rhythm
unaltered by our frantic movements, we are grasping
at self. It is a cycle of suffering, and one that easily
emerges during times of transition.
As we all close out the year, it is important not just to
get to the finish line, but also to reflect. Our students
and teachers have accomplished extraordinary

END OF YEAR MESSAGE
Dear Kingsbury Parents & Guardians:
Can you believe the school year has come to a close?
We are so proud of our students’ accomplishments,
achievements and perseverance as they finished
strong. We appreciate your support, feedback and
patience, we could not have done this without you.
Thank you for working closely with us to provide the
best comprehensive and individualized program for
your child.
In a the next few weeks, you will receive
correspondence of your child’s 2018 Fourth Quarter
Reports. Again we thank you and looking forward to
seeing you on Monday, August 27th for the Kingsbury
Center Student Orientation at 9:00 am – 11:00 am
We will begin the meeting in the Great Room where
you will be given specific information and instructions.
I thank you for a wonderful school year, enjoy your
summer and we will see you in August!
Respectfully,
Angela Steele
Upper School Director/College Counselor

STAFF SUPERLATIVES
The staff were given a chance to vote on who
they thought had the ... or was the ... and, after
all ballots were collected, the results are in!
‘
1. Best Laugh - Angie Steele
2. Best Smile - Courtney Legg

19. “Class” Clown - James Stringfield
20. Life of the Party - Valarie Jenkins
21. Most Spirited - Jo Boukhira
22. Most Likely to Win A Nobel Prize
- Stillman Bruhier

3. Best Eyes - Malik Spears

23. Most Likely to Become A Motivational
Speaker - Carolyn Miskel

4. Best Dancer - Laura Moore

24. Mr. Congeniality - Maurice Stevenson

5. Most Artistic - Karla Ruano

25. Ms. Congeniality - Jamie Tettey

6. Most Creative - Everett Litten

26. Most Out-Going - Cliff Johnson

7. Most Techy - Roy Lewis

27. Work Mom - Kara Convington

8. Most Adventurous - Selena Taylor

28. Work Dad - Charlie Johnson

9. Most Loving - Angie Royster

29. MVP - Jose Villatoro & Adrienne Parker &
Lebron James (Tied - all equally as valuable!)

10. Most Kind - Nora Divine-Carter
11. Most Funny - Angie Harris
12. Most Talented - Michelle Mosby
13. Most Popular - Joe Moten
14. Best All-Around - Tanesha Simmons
15. Most Unique - Jessica Banks
16. Best Dressed - Jen Henderson
17. Most Athletic - Charles Brown
18. Best Hair - Elliott Conklin

30. Best Community - Ours! Thank you all for
being part of the Kingsbury Family and
continuing to strive for excellence. All the
while, focused on making our students the
best versions of themselves!

CAPTURED
MOMENTS
Here are a group of photos from the Lower
School Field Day events!

Dear Coach Kijak,
It has been my pleasure getting to
know you, and working with you
this year. You are the consummate
professional. I have relished observing
your interactions, and how you
connect with students, parents, and
staff. You are the embodiment of
community. Simply put you keep it
real. Your presence at Kingsbury will
be missed, and yet we will always feel
your energy, enthusiasm, and commitment. Best wishes
on your many adventures to come!

“I will miss you but I hope that you enjoy your
retirement!”
- Lecount J.

To show how much you matter, here are a few quotes
from some of your students:

“You were and are the best teacher I have ever
had (and probably ever will have). Thank you
for all of your help.
- Malik J.

“I am going to miss you a bunch!”
- Tiffanie A.
“You helped make me into what I am today!”
- Josh M.

“I will miss you from the bottom of my heart! I
always knew that you would have my back at
any time!”
- Erich L.
“Be safe out there! Thank you for all you did for
me and please keep in contact!
- Damien A.

That’s truly #KingsburyInspired

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
MONDAY, JUNE 11

UPCOMING
ENJOY YOUR SUMMER BREAK!

TUESDAY, JUNE 12

Leadership Team Meeting 7:30 am - 8:30 pm
Lower and Middle School Awards Ceremony 9:30 am

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 13

Student Dismissal 12:30 pm
Last Day of School! There are NO aftercare services on
this day. All students MUST be picked up by 12:30 pm
Dress Down Day
End of Year Staff Party 1:00 pm

THURSDAY, JUNE 14

For further information, or a
complete calendar of events,
please visit KINGSBURY.ORG

FRIDAY, JUNE 15

OVERVIEW KEY
GENERAL INFORMATION
CENTER STAFF
STUDENTS
EVENT

The WHO’S WHO for this
week is the one and only
Dr. Elliot Conklin, Director
of Outpatient Services

DID YOU KNOW...
Did you know that Hawaii has its own
alphabet? It consists of 12 letters and an
‘Okina, which represents a glottal stop
between sounds.
Aloha!
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Raziyah is all smiles
thinking about her
summer plans.
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HEADS UP!
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School
“The more that you read, the more things you will know.
The more you learn, the more places you’ll go!” Dr. Seuss
Summer Reading
Although I was not the avid reader as a child that I am
now, I still enjoyed reading in middle and high school.
Between family outings, playing basketball and soccer,
and hanging with friends, I recall reading at least two
books over the summer break from school. The research
literature and anecdotal evidence is clear that summer
reading is both essential and an antidote to stave off the
“Summer Slide.” This reflects the tendency for students,
especially those who struggle in one or more areas of their
learning, to lose some of the learning gains made during
the school year.
This summer pick up a book, magazine, newspaper,
comic, or your e-reader and enjoy reading.
Here are a few of my summer 2018 picks for both young
and seasoned readers:
Puddin by Julie Murphy
Night Out by Daniel Miyares
Oceans Meets Sky by The Fan Brothers
The Penderwicks at Last by Jeanne
Drawn Together by Minh Le
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Illegal by Eoin Colfer and Andrew Donkin
All Summer Long by Hope Larson
How I Resist: Activism and Hope for a New Generation
by Maureen Johnson
The Soul of America: The Battle for our Better Angels by
Jon Meacham
My Journey into the Wu-Tang: RAW by Lamont U-God
Hawkins

SUMMER
LEARNING

Sasha Grunza
LARC Speech Pathologist

“Summertime is always the best
of what might be.”
- Charles Bowden

museums or amusement parks. These excursions
are not only fun, but they give your child the gift of
developing background knowledge, or schema – an
important database of personal experiences that
become essential for reading comprehension.
8. Take a Road Trip – If you are planning a vacation
this summer, take advantage of the many builtin opportunities to develop communication skills.
Trapped in the car for hours? Resist the urge to
“autoplay” your ride with DVDs or handheld electronic
devices. “I Spy,” license plate games or find-thealphabet contests all target verbal skills and a variety
of language concepts.
7. Make a Treat – What activity is more rewarding than
one that ends in a fun treat to eat? Simple recipes
can target a variety of language
skills and are a favorite with kids.
Practice following directions, using
descriptive concepts, sequential
vocabulary and more with real tools
and materials.
6. Go to the Movies – Movies
generate opportunities for language
before and after your excursion.
Decide with your child what you will
see; where and when you will see
it. After the show, review with your
child the movie plot, characters and
sequential events. Ask questions
like, “What was your favorite part?
Why?” to help your child formulate
and support their opinions. Offer
your own opinion, too!

Summer is approaching quickly. Just because
school’s out doesn’t mean you have to stop learning.
Here are ten ideas for developing speech and
language throughout the hot summer break.
10. Take a walk – A walk that incorporates language
skills can be as simple as a stroll around the block. As
you walk, encourage conversation by asking openended questions. Take note (out loud) of things that
you see, hear, discover and enjoy, encouraging your
child to do the same.
9. Plan Day Trips – Take trips to local beaches, parks,

5. Read, Read, Read – Reading with your child is one
of the best activities you can do to promote language
and literacy skills. Studies show that time spent
reading with your child is the best predictor of overall
academic success.
4. Create a summer scrapbook. - Take digital pictures
or save ticket stubs and brochures from special
summer outings, and glue them in a construction
paper book after special events throughout the
summer. Help your child write a sentence about each
page. Where did you go? Who was there? What did
you see there? Afterwards, encourage your child to
share their book with family and friends.

3. Have fun with sidewalk chalk! - Draw pictures of
summer words or different shapes. Play a listening
game by encouraging your child to step on the
pictures as you name them: “Hop to the sunglasses”,
“Bear crawl to the sun!” or “Skip to the beach ball!”
2. Plan a treasure hunt. - Choose five to ten items
to hide around the house or outside. Give your child
clues about where each item might be hidden, and
have them cross each item off a list as they find it.
Then let your child hide the items and encourage them
to describe where items are hidden using descriptive
words and location concepts.
1. Play!

CLUSTER
FUN

Meredith Reese
Lower School Lead Teacher

Last week we wrapped up our final round of Clusters
for the year in the Lower School! All of the students
in the 3-5 classroom learned so much from their
individual Cluster choices.
Pete working in the photography cluster with his iPad.

The Clusters that we participated in this quarter
included Photography, Arts and Crafts, and Comic
Books! Every Wednesday the students radiated
excitement and joy knowing that they would spend
1 hour on a special subject of their choice. Clusters
allowed the students to expand their creative horizons
and explore different passions throughout the entire
year. I loved seeing each and every student participate
in a non-academic activity of their choice with a smile
on their face. In turn, Clusters gave students the
opportunity to interact with their peers throughout
the school, which brought kids of different ages and
backgrounds together in a special way. I cannot wait
to see what Clusters we have in store for next year!

SPARK LAB!

Selena Taylor
Middle School Lead Teacher

The middle school will attend the Spark!Lab at the
American History Museum. The Spark!Lab is where
museum visitors become inventors. The Lemelson
Center for the Study of Invention and Innovation
invites children between the ages of 6 and 12 to
create, collaborate, explore, test, experiment, and
invent. The activities incorporate traditional science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM) with art,
museum, and creativity. A few of the current activities
available are Invent a Flying Machine, Design a Shoe,
Create a Tactile Map, Invent a Bicycle Accessory, and
Design a Metro Interior. Students
will select their area of interest and
explore the activities available!

FINAL
EXAM!

Tracia Chalar
Upper School Lead Teacher
In Modern, Ancient, and African
American History classes,
students are preparing for the
comprehensive final exam. These
final exams will cover topics from
the beginning of the year until now.
Students have received a study

guide to assist them with the subject matter
that will be included on the exam.
Topics in Ancient, Modern, and African
American History are important for student
to learn because they help promote the
understanding of diversity and tolerance in
our time.

“Those who forget the
lessons of history are
doomed to repeat them…”
- W. Churchill

Mitchell is prepping for his final exams.

STUDENT
AMBASSADORS

Chithalina Coleman
Director of Admissions

The Student Ambassadors Program was started at
Kingsbury Day School several years ago. It is a small,

The ambassadors pose at Busboys & Poets
tight-knit club that offers students the opportunity to
do things such as practice their public speaking
skills, social skills, and engage with the community.
Ambassadors support Kingsbury’s
Open Houses by setting up, greeting
prospective parents, and speaking as a
student representative. They often times
will also go off-campus to assist the
Director of Admissions at school fairs in
the DC metro area. When prospective
students are visiting, they are paired with
a Student Ambassador who will guide
them through the day.
To celebrate their hard work and
dedication to Kingsbury, Student
Ambassadors participated in an end
of the year luncheon. Collaboratively,
the group selected Busboys & Poets.
Thank you, Ambassadors, for all of your
hard work this year! And a special shout
out goes to all the Seniors who will
be graduating: Ambassador Thomas,
Ambassador Nicki, and Ambassador Tiffany! Congrats
class of 2018.
With that being said, we will be recruiting new
students to join, and would love to have some Middle
School students participate. Students who are
interested in participating next school year should
submit an application (which includes an essay). Each
applicant will interview with the Director of Admissions,
and if selected to move to the final round, s/he will
interview with the Head of School.

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Sign: Cancer
Favorite Food: Thai food - pad kee mao
Favorite Hobby: Going to the beach in the
summer
Favorite Song: Wagon Wheel -Old Crow
Medicine Show
Interesting Fact About You: I am
traveling to Thailand and Cambodia this
summer.

What You Love About
Teaching: I love getting
to see my students make
progress and become
more independent!
Favorite Kingsbury
Memory:
My favorite Kingsbury
memory is going on
a community outing
with my students to
discuss The Scarlet
Letter at a local coffee
shop.
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Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

new problems. Greater connectivity, for instance,
improves communication, but also increases
distraction. The research shows that our misguided
attempts at multitasking cause us to get less done
and with poorer quality. We are better off trying to
improve how we spend our time than we are trying to
save it, and some of the most complex problems are
solved with the simplest solutions.

Elliott Conklin
Director of Outpatient Services

“The main problem with this great
obsession with saving time is very
simple: you can’t save time. You
can only spend it. But you can
spend it wisely or foolishly. The
Busy Backson has practically no
time at all because he’s too busy
wasting it by trying to save it. And
by trying to save every bit of it,
he ends up wasting the whole
thing.”

When I first heard of the bullet journal a year ago,
I assumed from the name that it was a short-hand
style of recording one’s thoughts, feelings, or events
of the day. I saw it as an alternative for people who
want to keep a journal, but do not enjoy writing in a
narrative format. Upon closer investigation, however,
I have learned that the bullet journal is an analog tool
designed to enhance productivity, improve efficiency
and effectiveness, and promote mindfulness.
Although it can be used as a record-keeper, the bullet
journal is, above all, an organizer.
A quick description. The bullet journal was designed
by Ryder Carroll, a digital product designer Brooklyn,
New York, and it consists of four primary modules:
the Index, Future Log, Monthly Log, and Daily Log.
These modules interact beautifully to help the user
monitor progress, keep deadlines, and manage a
most precious resource, time. For a more complete
description, I recommend the 4-minute video at www.
bulletjournal.com.

SEASONAL ALLERGIES TIPS

- Benjamin Hoff, The Tao of Pooh

from Nurse Kuhn

The Bullet Journal: A Tool for Busy Adults

Pollen has been falling from trees and plants in DC for
weeks. That means that seasonal allergies are still in
full swing. Many students and staff are experiencing

The problems and tasks facing the average adult
are growing more complex everyday, and while
technology is rapidly producing short-cuts and
solutions, many find that these solutions generate

symptoms which can include: runny nose, nasal
congestion, watery/itchy eyes, post-nasal drip,
coughing, sneezing, headache, irritability and fatigue.

Seasonal allergy symptoms can be quite annoying and
distracting and can create difficulties concentrating in
school. What can an allergy sufferer do to minimize
their discomfort? While allergies can’t be cured, there
are steps you can take to relieve seasonal allergy
symptoms or avoid getting the symptoms.

Allergy and Asthma Network at http://www.
allergyasthmanetwork.org

The following tips can help:

Please contact Nurse Kuhn if you have any questions
or concerns. You may reach her by phone at 202322-9748 or send an email to mkuhn@kingsbury.org.

Wash hair and shower at night to clean off the pollen
before getting in bed.

KidsHealth, part of The Nemours Foundation’s Center
for Children’s Health Media, at http://kidshealth.org/
en/parents/seasonal-allergies.

Keep your nose clean and clear of pollens or other
irritants. Try saline rinses or use a Neti Pot™.

SUMMER FUN

Keep your windows closed in your home and vehicle
to keep pollen out.

10 Fun things to do with your kids this summer from
parents.com

Stay indoors as much as possible when pollen counts
are high.

10. Dance in the Rain- Grab your rain boots
and enjoy a gentle summer shower

Children should wash their hands or shower and
change clothing after playing outside.

9. Make Beautiful Music- Have your own
concert! No instruments? Invent some!

Consider wearing a mask when doing yard work.

8.Chalk it Up- Who doesn’t love sidewalk chalk!

Try over-the-counter allergy medicines containing
antihistamines, keeping in mind that products with
Benadryl® can cause sleepiness, making it more
difficult to function at school.

7. Meet local heros- Introduce yourself to local
firefighters, their trucks are always fun to explore!

Drink plenty of fluids to thin out the mucous. Hot
liquids may prove to be more soothing that iced
beverages. This is because drinking cold liquids will
stall cilia movement within the nose; this makes it
difficult for nasal mucus to flow through the nasal
passages.

5. Hold a Car Wash- Get the whole family and
neighborhood involved!

If these tips are ineffective, or they have triggered
asthma symptoms, such as wheezing,shortness
of breath, please see your doctor. You may need
prescription-strength medication. Your allergy
treatment plan will depend on your symptoms; how
often they occur and how severe they are.
For additional information, you may want to check out
the following websites that offer helpful information for
both adult and children allergy sufferers:

6. Go on a Bug Safari- Don’t forget your mason jars!

4. Build a Secret Fort- Build one outside and make it a
camp-out activity!
3. Play Dress Up- Superheros, talent shows, thrifty
get-ups, it all works!
2. Do Yard Work Together-get them miniature
gardening tools to make it exciting and engaging
1. Swing in A Hammock- look for pictures in the
clouds or read a fun book!

CAPTURED
MOMENTS
Here are a group of photos from the amazing
senior capstone presentations. Great job
everyone!

Teacher Emily Rogosin!

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

UPCOMING

MONDAY, JUNE 4

6/13

Freshman - Junior Exams (all week)

Last day of school for
students (Dress Down Day)

TUESDAY, JUNE 5
Senior Grades Due

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6

Student Dismissal 12:30 pm
Lower School Field Day
Senior/Staff Luncheon (Maggianos) 1:00 pm

THURSDAY, JUNE 7

Bridging Ceremony 10:00 am
Sunset Ceremony 6:30 pm

FRIDAY, JUNE 8

For further information, or a
complete calendar of events,
please visit KINGSBURY.ORG

SATURDAY, JUNE 9
Graduation 10:00 am
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DID YOU KNOW...
Even with Ben and Jerry’s wide array of
inventive flavors, America’s top selling ice
cream flavor is vanilla.

The WHO’S WHO for this
week is the one and only
Nora Devine-Carter, Upper
School Lead Teacher.
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Remember, reflect,
and celebrate. Happy
Memorial Day!
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In addition to taking a moment to reflect upon the service
and sacrifice of all those who have served our country,
I hope that you have a safe and festive Memorial Day
weekend.

TEN TIPS FOR A MEMORABLE
MEMORIAL DAY COOKOUT
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Here are some tips from Home.com to help you host the
perfect Memorial Day Cookout!
1. Master the basic crowd pleasing beverage! Remember,
practice makes perfect so, test out the recipe before it’s
show time!
2. Prepare the best variety of “fan favorite” appetizers.
Nachos? WIngs? Veggies and Dip? Yes please!
3. Be sure to have plenty of “classic standby” dishes and
toppings. You can’t go wrong with a classic - I’m looking
at you potato salad!
4. Show off your grilling skills by revealing a speciality BBQ
sauce (even if you have to buy one)!
5. Have a rockin’ playlist!
6. Set up yard games and activities!

LAYOUT & DESIGN
EVERETT LITTEN

CONTENT & EDITOR
JEN HENDERSON

7. Don’t forget about the delectable dessert options!
Everyone knows Memorial Day is a cheat day!
8. Keep the set-up simple: grill, seating, cold beverages,
adequate shade, activities and music!
9. Remember that homemade entrees and beverages are
always the best!
10. Last but not least, stay hydrated and enjoy the start of
summer!
#MemorialDay2018

SPACING
OUT!

graduating, and categorizing.

Michelle Mosby
LARC Lead Teacher

“What would you do if you fell into a crater on the
moon?”

Last week, the scholars of LARC explored while
on a field trip at the Smithsonian Air and Space
Museum. The day was packed with many fun learning
experiences! We first visited the planetarium, where
we watched friends from Sesame Street explore the
constellations and the moon. Then, we explored the
planets and moon ourselves. We used a touch-screen
to manipulate the planets to see all sides, making the

Planning your own trip to the museum? Try using
questions to engage in meaningful conversation like:
“What would happen if Earth had no gravity?”

“If you had to drive across Mars, what would you
ride on/drive, and why?”
See what kind of creative answers you may get!!!

JUST DANCE!
Emily Rogosin
Lower School Lead Teacher

“You can discover more about a
person in an hour of play than in
a year of conversation.”
- Plato
Even though the school year is almost ending, there
is always room to try something new. Students in
Ms. Rogosin’s class have been using the art of dance
to help the students get ready for learning. When I

craters and mountains visible. We could even control
the speed and rotation of the planets.
Our scholars were able to connect what we learn
about in the classroom, such as craters and
constellations, to the real world. They had the
opportunity to see them “first hand” while at the
Museum. They used skills such as comparing,

was in grade school, I remember sitting at desks and
listening to the teacher without much moving around.

However, not everyone can learn just by sitting down;
sometimes they need to move around. Ms Rogosin’s
students are benefiting from taking movement breaks
so that their bodies are ready to learn. A class favorite
of ours is playing freeze dance. It combines moving
our bodies while listening out for when the music
stops. It allows us to practice auditory learning as
well as kinesthetic learning. Once our dance break
is done, our learning can begin. I can’t wait to dance
more next year! Also, I hope everyone has a relaxing
Memorial Day Weekend!

I BET THE BOOK
IS BETTER...
Courtney Legg
Middle School Lead Teacher

his way in the world. We’ll spend the final weeks of the
school year reading the final pages and watching the
movie version. I hope everyone has a lovely Memorial
Day weekend, and as always, please reach out with
any questions or concerns.

SAVE THE DIRT
& GENETICS
Stillman Bruhier
Upper School Lead Teacher
Earth Science students investigated the different
ways that rocks turn into soil through the processes
of mechanical and chemical weathering. They also
learned about the importance of soil conservation.

This week in Middle School, students continued
reading from our novel Wonder. We are so close to
finishing the story—we only have 30 pages left to
read! Students are getting more and more excited
to compare the novel to the movie version. In recent
chapters, Auggie went on a nature retreat with his
classmates, where he was teased and picked on by
older kids from another school. To Auggie’s great
surprise, fellow classmates who had been indifferent
or even rude to him in the past, came to his rescue
and defense! We had a lively class discussion about

The students saw examples of how plant roots
keep our precious topsoil from blowing away. We
watched a documentary on the “Great Dust Bowl”
that occurred in the mid-western United States during
the 1930’s, that devastated farm lands for hundreds
of miles. They now understand that the drought that
caused this devastation could happen again if certain
precautions are not taken.
bullying and the importance of accepting those who
look different from us. We all continue to be inspired
by Auggie’s bravery and perseverance as he makes

Biology students continued their investigation of
heredity and the patterns of inheritance that control
what traits we inherit from our parents. We also

discussed the differences between chromosomes,
genes, and alleles. Do you know the difference?

Here is an example of one activity that utilizes the skills
described. It is called the Domino Relay.
Who: Tanesha Simmons, MS, OTR/L
What: Middle School Occupational Therapy Group in
action.
Why: This activity allowed the students, in the seventh
and eighth grade class, to engage in targeted skills
in the following areas: gross motor, visual motor, fine
motor, money management, and social skills.
How: Gross motor skills: Students ran to the draw pile
from the starting line to retrieve a domino.
Visual and Fine motor skills: Students picked up a
domino, and matched it to the one in their team’s
playing area.

DOMINO
RALLY
Tanesha Simmons
Occupational Therapist
The skill of playing has an important and influential
role in a child’s life. The primary goals of childhood
are to grow, learn, and play. It is often through play
that children learn to make sense of the world around
them. It is a child’s “job” or “occupation” to play to
develop physical coordination, emotional maturity,
social skills to interact with other children, selfconfidence to try new experiences, and confidence to
explore new environments (AOTA, 2012).

“Do you know what my favorite
part of the game is? The
opportunity to play.”
- Mike Singletary

Money management skills: Students calculated the
value of the dominoes to match a given amount to
help their team win.
Social skills: Students worked together with their
teammates to be successful.
Not only were all areas targeted, we even managed to
have a blast doing it!

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Sign: Leo
Favorite Food: Roasted Broccoli.
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Favorite Activities: Sports related
activities are my favorite.
Favorite Song: ”Intentional” by
Travis Greene.
Something people probably
don’t know about you: I was the
first African-American Co-School
President at St. Anne’s Belfield
School.
Favorite part of working at
Kingsbury: Witnessing the
student’s incremental growth
through each year!
Favorite Kingsbury
memory: My favorite
Kingsbury memory is,
watching Julian English
make three 3 point shots
in a row, against Siena
School during one of
our basketball games!
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Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

PROJECT BASED
Carolyn Miskel
HOPE Program Director

“When you do what you’ve
always done, you’ll get what
you’ve always gotten.”
- Unknown

Elliott Conklin
Director of Outpatient Services
SPOT Yoga
The Kingsbury Wellness and Learning Group is
proud to announce the newest addition to our
services to the community: SPOT Yoga for children.
Our certified child yoga instructors bring not only a
wealth of experience with children, but also valuable
insights from their respective fields of Speech and
Language Pathology and Occupational Therapy.
Beginning this fall, Sasha Grunza (Speech) and
Jackie Merlehan (OT) will be co-teaching yoga
classes for children of all abilities, age 5-10.
Drawing from their therapeutic backgrounds, the
instructors will lead their students through playful
and child-friendly poses, story-based explorations,
and mindfulness practices. Carefully designed to
promote and enhance motor skills, self-regulation,
and social-emotional development, SPOT Yoga
provides a new opportunity for children to develop
essential skills and connect with their peers.
Stay tuned for calendar updates from the Wellness
and Learning Group and announcements of FREE
YOGA CLASSES!

Kingsbury wants something more for students:
engaging, meaning, and challenging. We want
students to own their learning. We want learning
that leads to real-life outcomes. The Kingsbury staff
is diving into experiential learning with an introduction
to Project Based Learning. We want teachers to be
facilitators who empower students to inquire, explore,
and have deeper learning experiences that address the
standards without them even realizing it. (Shhhhhhh.....
let’s keep that between us!) On Wednesday, the staff
participated in the first of many Project Based Learning
professional development discussion and training.

students present in school, in their seats, and ready
to work! As you are making preparations for your
student’s success at Kingsbury next year, please keep
in mind that new Health Forms are required annually
for all students enrolled in all DC schools, based on
the date of the student’s last physical and include:

5K THANK-YOU
Kingsbury’s 7th Annual Innovation 5K Run/Walk/Skip
brought out the best of supporters who braved the
rain at Fletcher’s Cove on Saturday morning. Thank
you to all of our generous sponsors and participants.
Many dedicated Kingsbury students, families and
staff ran and walked through puddles while making
new friends before wrapping up the morning with a
breakfast of delectable sweet and savory crepes.
Congratulations to all of you for successfully
completing the 5K! Your support of the Kingsbury
Scholarship Fund and this event is invaluable. We
also want to celebrate the winners of the 2018 5K!
18 & Under
1st Place Natalie Desarbo
2nd Place Conor Dullaghan-Ripps (10th grader)
3rd Place Caitlin Farley (Daughter of Cheryl Farley,
Kingsbury’s PT Director)
Men
1st Place Derek Ross
2nd Place Micajah Tucker
3rd Place Andres Falconer
Women
1st Place Cindy Cohen
2nd Place Kylila Tucker
3rd Place Jordan Kiszla

DC Universal Health Certificate
Immunization Record
DC Oral Health Form
All other forms are to be submitted based on your
student’s health care needs each new school year.
A few things to keep in mind:
Students who wish to participate in team sports,
must have Athletic Clearance documented on the
DC Universal Health Certificate. Please take extra
care to ensure the doctor completes this portion
thoroughly.
If your child takes medication at school, a
Medication Authorization Form is due at the
beginning of each new school year. Kindly refer
to our website for more information.
If you have a child with special health care needs,
I am happy to meet with you to develop a plan of
care for the school day.
Please make a copy of all completed forms for
records. Return original forms directly to the School
Nurse by August 1 for processing before school
resumes.
And, as always, don’t hesitate to contact me with any
questions.
Michele Kuhn, RN
School Nurse
mkuhn@kingsbury.org

SCHOOL HEALTH FORMS
Dear Parents and Guardians,
I can’t believe the school year is almost over! Health
and Wellness at Kingsbury is an essential component
for optimal student learning. Kingsbury’s School
Nurse is at your service is to help identify, care for
and prevent any health-related barriers to learning.
Working together, we can ensure we have healthy

TRACK SEASON
Congratulations to our Eagle’s track team on a
fantastic track season! #GoEagles

CAPTURED
MOMENTS
In case you stayed home (and dry) last Saturday, here
are some pictures from the Kingsbury Innovation 5K!
It was a great event and we can’t wait to do
it again next year!

Graduating senior, Tiffany Bell, was
the proud recipient of a scholarship
for academic achievement for
$1675.00 from Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc.!
Congratulations Tiffany!

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
MONDAY, MAY 28

Memorial Day School and Offices Closed

TUESDAY, MAY 29

Leadership Team Meeting 7:30 am
Athletic Banquet 6:00 pm

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30
Student Dismissal 12:30 pm

Capstone Presentations 9:00 am

THURSDAY, MAY 31

Science Symposium 6:30 pm

FRIDAY, JUNE 1
Field Day (MS/US)

UPCOMING
June 4 - 8
Freshman, Sophomore and Junior
Semester 2 exams
June 6
Luncheon at Maggiano’s for senior
students and senior faculty (1:00 pm to
4:00 pm)
June 6
Lower School field day
June 7
Middle School Bridging Ceremony (10:00
am)
Sunset Ceremony for senior students
(6:30 pm to 8:00 pm)
June 8
Mandatory Graduation Practice
June 10
Graduation (10:00 am)
For further information, or a complete calendar of
events, please visit KINGSBURY.ORG
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The WHO’S WHO for this
week is the one and only
Charles Brown, Dedicated
Aide.

DID YOU KNOW...
Did you know that our favorite summer
kick-off holiday, Memorial Day, was originally
named Decoration Day? Memorial Day
legally became its official title in 1967.
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Peter Marcey giving us
his best “Thinking Man”.
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HEADS UP!
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School
Meet Me There!
I hope that you will join us this Saturday, May 19th, Rain or
Shine for this year’s Innovation 5K. I look forward to seeing
you this Saturday morning for a run, fun, and crepes. I’m
excited to attend my first Kingsbury 5K, and can’t wait to
see you there!
Make sure to register today at
http://www.kingsbury.org/support/5k.cfm

5K TIPS

Here are some tips from Active.com to help you
“dominate” (or simply survive) a 5K!
1. Come armed with a running partner, four-legged or two!
2. Lay out all of your running gear the night before.

LAYOUT & DESIGN

3. Get there early.

EVERETT LITTEN

4. Try and find other runners who will run at your pace.

CONTENT & EDITOR

5. Focus grasshopper.

JEN HENDERSON

6. Be the tortoise not the hare.
7. Hydrate.
8. Try and cut corners where LEGALLY possible.
9. Celebrate... Woo! You made it!

RECYCLED
INNOVATION
Michelle Mosby
LARC Lead Teacher

Our scholars were shown pictures of the objects
they were set to re-create. Next, they had to look at,
and decide what shapes would best be suited for
their creations. This meant they had to be flexible in
their thinking-cognitive flexibility. Being flexible helps
children realize that there is more than one way to
solve a problem, whether academically and or socially.

Scholars in the LARC program have continued to
learn about space travel. They have listened to stories
and held discussions about a space station and a
discovery rover.

“Stay committed to your
decisions, but stay flexible in
your approach.”

Over the past couple of weeks, the scholars have
visited the innovation lab and art studio, to create and
continue to work on their own space station and rover.

-Tony Robbins
Home-school-connection: You can build flexible
thinking skills by playing games together and making
a list of different solutions. You can then choose the
best option, and discuss why it was the best option.

ANIMAL PLANET
Jessica Flinn
Lower School Lead Teacher
This week in Lower School, we have been reading
fiction and non-fiction books, while doing lessons
on animal and plants. The kids have learned where
different animals and plants live. They have been
exploring on what makes animals and plants different
and the same. We have explored why animals are
different in the desert, the forest, the ocean, and the
arctic!

“Without habitat,
there is no wildlife.
It’s that simple.”
This did not prove as an easy task, as they had to
utilize unconventional (recycled), items to get the job
done.

- Unknown

WONKA
FACTORY

CAPSTONE
PRESENTATIONS

Terry Griggs
Middle School Lead Teacher

Nora Devine-Carter
Upper School Lead Teacher

In Middle School this week, our students are writing
a persuasive essay about making a candy bar. The
students selected the ingredients that would be a
part of the candy bar that they would want to create.

The Senior Capstone Project is a culminating
activity that celebrates all that the students have
learned in their high school experience. It has four
major components: a research paper, a product/
performance, an electronic portfolio, and a
presentation. This is an opportunity for students to
highlight their interests and challenge their abilities!
The goal is for students to identify a topic of interest

These ingredients could come in any combination
of items that students would want to see in a candy
bar. After creating the bar, students would compare
their unique candy bar to another peer’s candy bar to
show the similarities and differences of their candies.
This allowed students to show others what their
candy bar was like in relation to one another. Finally,
students made a sales pitch to convince consumers
to buy their candy bar. Students will look to relate to
the reader to tell them why this new candy bar is a
product that they should buy. The completion of this
essay will let students create a new candy bar, and
promote it to consumers!

“An investment in knowledge
pays the best interest.”
- Benjamin Franklin

and explore it. It is that simple. This project allows
students to dive deeper into a topic they have
always been curious about and develop a deep
understanding of it.
Seniors are working hard to prepare for their formal

Capstone Presentations on May 30. They began
developing their topics and gathering their research
this fall and have been developing their project all year.
During the presentations we will learn about the Black
Lives Matter Movement, Tornadoes, Neonatal Nursing,
and much more!

GETTING
COMFORTABLE
Dr. Charlie Johnson
Clinical Psychologist

“Do the one thing you think you
cannot do. Fail at it. Try again.
Do better the second time. The
only people who never tumble
are those who never mount the
high wire. This is your moment.
Own it.”
- Oprah Winfrey

By definition, one’s comfort zone is a psychological
space where people, places, and situations feel
familiar. Within our comfort zones, we tend to feel at
ease and experience a certain degree of safety and
predictability. More importantly, we feel a certain
measure of control. Our comfort zones can be
adaptive, in the sense that they provide a respite
from the slings, arrows, and demands of daily living.
Within the boundary of our safety zones we welcome
and embrace a break from deadlines, obligations,
and responsibilities. Comfort zones provide a place
to just be, which is in short supply in today’s fastpaced world. Even so, professional and personal
experience has taught me that our periods of
greatest growth often occurs when we accept the
challenge to move beyond the status quo and to risk
the possibility of success or failure. Psychologists
have known for decades that a moderate amount of

anxiety or “nerves” is required to “energize” successful
performance. Too little anxiety, inertia occurs. Too
much stress and we are psychologically paralyzed. In
moderation, anxiety energizes us to move. In a certain
sense we are primed for action.
Ironically, the teachers who irked, frustrated,
and annoyed me the most were the ones who
encouraged, coaxed and sometimes unapologetically
pushed me to excel. In retrospect, I now understand.
I never said thank, but from the bottom of my heart,
thank you kindly Mrs. Smedley, Ms. Boudreaux, Ms.
Hemingway and Mr. McCoy. Thank you for being
encouragers. Thank you for caring enough to give me
what I desperately needed. To their credit, these were
educators who believed in me and were committed,
often in the face of passive and active opposition,
to imparting confidence and a “can do” attitude that
has served me well in practically every area of my
professional and personal life. Good teachers are
worth their weight in gold..

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
My astrological sign in Aries
My favorite food is seafood alfredo
My favorite hobby is karaoke. I am very
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musical! I was in the marching and
concert band. I played the piano,
trumpet, timpani, and quads (I am
not good, as I have been out of
practice for quite a few years).
My favorite song is “Stars” by
Kindred and the Family Soul
What I love about teaching is
seeing the children grow, no
matter how big or small.
Favorite Kingsbury moment
was watching the boys
sing at the Arts Salon.
There was a technical
problem and the music
stopped playing, but they
continued to do what
they were supposed
to and they kept on
singing!
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Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

Over the coming weeks I will describe components of
The Kingsbury Wellness and Learning Group in greater
detail with updates on our organizational development
and bits of advice from our clinicians. Stay tuned!

COMMUNITY
CORKBOARD
RASIN IN THE SUN

Elliott Conklin
Director of Outpatient Services
For the past couple decades Kingsbury has been
known in the community primarily for its day school,
which serves students who learn and develop
differently. Our teachers and clinicians have touched
thousands of lives and have given students new
pathways for learning. One fact about Kingsbury less
known to the community is that this organization
was started as a tutoring and diagnostic center.
Before “learning disability” had even become
a phrase, Marion Kingsbury and a select few
colleagues were teaching people who never thought
they could ever read to do just that.
In January of this year, The Kingsbury Wellness and
Learning Group was launched with a mission to
renew our foundation in tutoring and diagnostics
and to broaden our clinical services available to
the community. We are a multidisciplinary team of
dedicated professionals working collaboratively to
provide exceptional therapeutic and educational
services to children and adults of the Greater DC
community. Few other organizations in the DC area
or elsewhere can claim the combined expertise of
clinical psychology, occupational therapy, physical
therapy, speech and language pathology, and
specialized tutoring within a small, communityfocused organization.

Back By Popular Demand! The theatre production
class will perform excerpts from “A Raisin in the Sun”
on Friday, May 25, 2018 from 1:50p - 2:50p in the
Great Room. Please contact Maurice Stevenson for
more information mstevenson@kingsbury.org

CROWNED
This year’s Prom King and Queen are LaCount Jones
and Tiffany Andrews!
LaCount Jones
What is your favorite
Kingsbury memory?
“The senior retreat. I really
like the Sunrise Ceremony.”
What are your future plans?
“I am going to attend
Montgomery College, and
receive a HVAC certification.”
What advice do you have for
future Kingsbury seniors?
“Use coaches class on Mondays for extra support. It
helps a lot.”
What will you miss most about Kingsbury?
“The teacher’s advice and guidance.”
Tiffany Andrews
What is your favorite Kingsbury memory?
“Going to prom and being crowned queen!”

What are your future plans?
“I am going to attend Trinity
College, and I am majoring
in nursing to become a
pediatric nurse.”

keep up with
communications with
support.

What advice do you
have for future Kingsbury
seniors?- Stay focused,
your work, have good
teachers, and use peer

What will you miss most about Kingsbury?
“The teachers. Especially, Ms. DC. Ms. Steele, Mr.
Bruhier, and Ms. Adrienne.”

pets and join us for Kingsbury’s 7th Annual 5K Run/
Walk/Skip! Be ready to have a great morning full
of prizes, gifts, music, breakfast, and good fun. All
proceeds will support the Kingsbury Scholarship
Fund!
Please note that this year we are in a NEW
LOCATION! Meet us at the C&O Canal Tow Path at
Fletcher’s Cove 4940 Canal Road, NW, Washington,
DC 20007.
Registration/Check-in: 7:30 am
Race Time: 8:00 am
Breakfast: 9:00 am
Awards Presentation: 9:30 am

For more information, please contact Jo Raffa
Boukhira via jboukhira@kingsbury.org or call her at
202.440.0778.

SHADOW DAY
Our 8th grade students participated in a Shadow Day
on Wednesday, May 9, 2018 to prepare them for their
upcoming transition to Upper School! They explored
Upper School classroom transitions, new innovative
teachers, and experience new electives!
“The Shadow Day was a fun experience of Upper
School. It was cool doing the resume writing exercise
that showed us how to create one. I’m really excited
for Upper School.”
- De’Ron Gross

INNOVATION 5K
Rain or Shine! It’s not too late to register for
Kingsbury’s Innovation 5K THIS Saturday, May 19th!
It’s a new day at Kingsbury! Grab your running/walking
shoes, your family, friends, neighbors and leashed

A group of Kingsbury’s eighth grade Middle
Schoolers are “movin’ on up” during Upper School
shadow day.

CAPTURED
MOMENTS
A throwback to last week’s Teacher Appreciation
luncheon. Below, you see the team who made it
happen and their handy work.

It was wonderful seeing our
Kingsbury alumni at this Thursday’s
Alumni Rewind! Here we see past
and current students enjoying the
photo ˆbooth at the event. We look
forward to seeing you all again next
year! #AlumniRewind

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

UPCOMING

MONDAY, MAY 21

5/28

Memorial Day
School and Offices Closed

TUESDAY, MAY 22

5/29

Athletic Banquet

5/30

Capstone Presentations

5/31

Science Symposium

6/1

Field Day (MS/US)

Leadership Team Meeting 7:30 am - 8:30 pm
Student Abassadors Luncheon 11:30 am - 1:30 pm

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
Student Dismissal 12:30 pm
Outpatient Staff PD 1:30 pm

THURSDAY, MAY 24
FRIDAY, MAY 25

Rasin in the Sun Production 1:50 pm - 2:50 pm

For further information, or a
complete calendar of events,
please visit KINGSBURY.ORG

OVERVIEW KEY
GENERAL INFORMATION
CENTER STAFF
STUDENTS
EVENT

The WHO’S WHO for this
week is the one and only
Michelle Mosby, LARC
Lead Teacher.

DID YOU KNOW...
You burn more calories sleeping
than watching TV! If you are like my
father, you try and do both at the
same time! - Everett Litten
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AND MUCH MORE!

Ms. Devine-Carter
soaking in the joys of
teaching.
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OMISSIONS AND EDITS
Last week there was an error in the
article about the 5K and it accidentally
gave the incorrect date of the event. The
5K will take place on May 19th. We look
forward to seeing you there!

HEADS UP!
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School
HOMEWORK
As long as I have been an educator, there has been a debate
about homework. I have had many conversations with parents
and colleagues about homework. The opinions expressed
appear to fall largely into two camps: those who are adamant
that homework is critical to improving academic achievement,
and those who say no to homework because they think
homework puts undue pressure on students who are often
over-programmed with commitments and activities outside of
school.
So, who is right? Perhaps it is not a binary question of
yes or no to homework. I think that we all agree students
require time and space to practice and apply what they have
learned. Practice provides opportunities to address gaps in
understanding, and the time to reinforce and deepen skills to
facilitate mastery of content. If our goal as educators is to stoke
student interests and passions while deepening their capacity
to think critically about what they are learning, collaborate with
others, effectively communicate, and draw on their creativity,
then it is important for schools to rethink how we engage
students in their learning in and out of school.
Each student grapples with or excels in their learning for
reasons and factors that are unique to them. Michael might
struggle in English because of difficulty with comprehension
and underdeveloped writing skills, and yet demonstrate deep
conceptual understanding and computational skill in Algebra
II. Is the best way to support his learning to saddle him with
hours of reading and writing homework assignments? There
is more than 50 years of psychoeducational research that
highlights evidenced-based practices about how students learn.
Nowhere in that literature is assigning hours of homework every
night recommended as a best practice. Homework or refining
skill work must reflect who the student is and what she/he is
grappling with or perhaps wants to pursue deeper.
Whether you fall into the two camps or somewhere in between,
it is important to rethink our ideas about the purpose of
homework. We can all agree that we need to practice in order
to deepen our learning. We want students like Jen who is a
voracious reader and performs poorly in all subject areas to get
the support she needs to become a more engaged learner. We
can design practice in ways that build engagement. In the 21st
century knowledge economy, working outside or beyond your
prescribed hours of work is common place because you have a
deadline to complete whatever task you have been assigned. If
you have not completed an assigned task during school hours
that is due tomorrow, what do you do?

POSITIVELY
GREAT!
Sasha Grunza
LARC Speech Pathologist
After weeks of preparation, our students’ hard
work paid off with an ovation-worthy performance
at the Art Salon.
Even when the music stopped, the LARC team
continued to sing acapella, encouraging all
around to “never give up!”

build confidence and foster intrinsic (internal)
motivation. By praising effort, rather than product,
we encourage students to continue putting their
best foot forward. When something does not go
the expected way, students are not pitied, but
rather praised for trying and offered constructive
criticism.
Self-confidence comes from a sense of
competence. Your encouraging words can help
develop this confidence, especially when you
refer to your child’s specific effort and strengths.

“Don’t give up. Keep
on tryin’. You’re gonna
make it, I ain’t lying.
Don’t give up.”
- Bruno Mars

PIECE O’ PIE!
Meredith Reese
Lower School Lead Teacher

In the LARC room, the adults help guide
students through the use of positive self-talk to

The students in Ms. Reese’s class are having fun
working with fractions this week! To introduce this
topic, we had a blast playing the “Auntie Pasta’s”
board game. Students made a pizza by spinning
a wheel that lands on a specific fraction of the
“Pizza Pie” with yummy toppings. The goal was
to build all of the pizzas on their game board
using different fraction slices. In our classroom,
making real world connections to our academic
standards is the best form of learning. All of the
students in our class, of course, love pizza, and
now they love fractions too! We then transferred
our newly mastered skills to paper by recognizing
parts of a whole. Students continue to grow
in their knowledge of ½, ⅓, and ¼ of a whole

fraction. I challenge all of my students and their
families to recognize fractions in their daily life.
This can be done by discussing and analyzing
everyday activities like cutting a cake, eating
an orange, or splitting a kit-kat bar! Having fun
with Math can expand the horizons of our young
learners when choosing career paths and future
endeavors!

together as a class, and compare it to the novel.
This week in the novel, we heard the story from
Miranda’s perspective, who was one of Via’s best
friends before they grew apart. Miranda always
treated Auggie, our protagonist, like he was
her own little brother, and never made him feel
different despite his facial difference. We continue
to use the novel to practice making predictions
and inferences, which challenges our students’
critical reading skills. Some of our students have
done an amazing job of reading aloud to the
class with full emotion--it’s so fun and exciting to
watch! I look forward to having a great end to the
school year with this novel, which has taught us
many important lessons!

CINCO DE
WHAT?
WONDER-FUL
Courtney Legg
Middle School Lead Teacher
This week in the Middle School, students
continued to read aloud from our novel Wonder,
which we are so close to finishing! Students are
getting very excited to watch the movie version,

Ted Carroll
Upper School Lead Teacher
Spanish I and II classes spent the last week
learning about the history of Cinco de Mayo,
culminating with class parties on Thursday, May
3rd. Many Americans do not know the true origins
of the holiday, and frequently confuse it with
Mexican Independence Day (which is celebrated
on September 16). Cinco de Mayo celebrates
the Mexican military victory at the Battle of Puebla
against the French on May 5, 1862.

“Peace cannot be
kept by force; it can
only be achieved by
understanding.”
- Albert Einstein
We spent the week looking at why it is celebrated
in the U.S. as well as parts of Mexico. While
the holiday has become very commercialized
in recent years, we discussed the importance
of tradition and bringing cultures together by

TEACHING THE
KINGSBURY WAY
Everett Litten
Photo and Design
What does it mean to be a great teacher? Of
course credentials, knowledge, critical thinking,
and all other faculties of intelligence are important.
However, a great teacher should be much more
than credentials, experience and intelligence.

Teaching has been a Litten tradition: Grandfather,
father, mother, brother, sister and myself have all
taught. It took a new job outside of the classroom
to realize what most non-teachers are missing
out on. The thing that makes people forget the
mountain of reasons why they shouldn’t teach.
The soul of it.

celebrating shared values. We also discussed
stereotypes that often surround the holiday, and
how to address them. On May 3rd, we celebrated
with authentic music, as well as chips, salsa,
queso, and guacamole.

As I work within Kingsbury, I am shown daily how
the teachers here go well beyond the basics of
educating. Empathy, compassion, positivity,
and belief that each student can and will achieve
beams from everyone. Thank you all for making
Kingsbury more than just a school. Thank you for
showing me the Kingsbury way.

We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess the staff member
before we tell you!
Favorite Food: Seafood, Italian and BBQ
Favorite Hobby: Attending sporting events
and concerts
Favorite Song: Earth, Wind and Fire -
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September
Interesting Fact: I taught
Kindergarten in Ghana for a month
on 2 separate occasions and
I have driven across the U.S.
twice.
What I Love About Teaching:
Growing up with a learning
disability made school very
difficult. It makes me so
happy to be able to give
back, help the students
succeed and make school
a great experience that
they will never forget.
Favorite Kingsbury
Memory: Having
the opportunity to
work in both Lower
School as well as
Middle School. I
have formed so
many amazing
relationships with
the students as well
as the staff!
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Follow us on
Instagram,
Twitter or
Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to
date on events
and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

truly unsatisfying celery can be, and you are still
trapped in the subtraction game. Just add the
celery and good things will follow. The more you
add the healthy, the less room there will be for
the unhealthy, and you will be motivated to keep
adding.

COMMUNITY
CORKBOARD
TEACHER
APPRECIATION!
Elliott Conklin
Director of Outpatient Services

ADD. DON’T SUBTRACT.
As a general rule, it is easier to add healthy
behaviors than to subtract unhealthy ones.
We are attached to our unhealthy behaviors:
the junk food, TV shows, impulse spending,
and staring mindlessly into our phones. Simple
detachment from them is a tall order. It is
often our cultural tendency to identify health
as the absence of unhealthy behaviors, but
the people who achieve good health over time
are not thinking that way; they aren’t avoiding
temptation. Rather, what they have done is
gradually populated their lives with so many
healthy options that the unhealthy ones fade to
the background. One of the reasons diets are
so consistently unsuccessful is that they are
almost always defined by what not to eat. From
a psychological perspective, this is self-imposed
torture and a recipe for failure.
Keep in mind that addition is not replacement.
Eating celery in place of those Snickers bars
you love so much serves only to reinforce how

We hope you enjoyed the Teachers’ and Staff
Appreciation Luncheon held in your honor this week,
our way of saying “Thank You” for all you do for
our students each and every day at Kingsbury. We
understand you work hard and care deeply, seeing
every student as a valued individual and helping them
reach their full potential. We wanted to acknowledge
your commitment and dedication - please know that
we are so grateful.”
Thank you, Jill
Lower School parent

“Teaching is a work of HEART! It creates a legacy that
lives beyond your days. Thank you for choosing to
share your life’s work with the future.”
~ Carolyn Miskel
“Amazing! Amazing! Amazing! Without YOU (our
teachers) education could not happen THANK YOU!”
~ Angela Steele
“Thank you for giving our LITTLE ones BIG dreams!
Kingsbury wouldn’t be the same without you.”
~ Angela Royster

“My teachers are good with helping me with reading
and writing. Ms. Rogensen and Ms. Karla are the
best”
~ Karina Contreras (LS Student)
“All Kingsbury teachers are great!”
~ Julian English (MS Student)
“All of the teachers that I have are nice and they have
helped me so much since I came here in 2013. They
have helped me to improve and have confidence in
my school work”
~Mackenzie Mitchell (Graduating Senior)
“I really love the teachers here at Kingsbury. They
really get me. And they try to get me. They know
exactly what they are teaching, and how to teach it to
us.”
~ Jason Odemns (US Student)
I would like to share a special thank you, to the
Kingsbury teaching staff for your tireless efforts
working with our students. Your continued
dedication to providing a transformative learning
experience daily is commendable. Thank for all that
you do! KDS Teachers ROCK!
~ Joe Moten
The word appreciate means to recognize the full
worth of, and the etymology of the word in Latin is
to price. I appreciate all of the ways in which you add
value to the lives of all KDS students. Thank you.
~ Dr. Dennis Campbell

DO MORE 24
Do More 24 is the DMV’s largest 24-hour online
fundraiser powered by United Way of the National
Capital Area. On Thursday, May 17th, log on
to https://www.domore24.org/kingsburycenter

to support the Kingsbury Scholarship Fund!
#DoMore24

ALUMNI REWIND
All alumni and the 2018 senior class are invited to
Kingsbury’s 11th Annual Alumni Rewind to be held on
Thursday, May 17th.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Basketball Game - 5:00 pm
West Education Center
Alumni Dinner - 6:30 pm
Kingsbury Great Room

For more information or to RSVP please contact Jo
Raffa Boukhira via jboukhira@kingsbury.org or call
her at 202.440.0778.

INNOVATION 5K
SATURDAY, MAY 19
It’s a new day at Kingsbury! Grab your running/
walking shoes, your family, friends, neighbors and
leashed pets and join us for Kingsbury’s 7th Annual
5K Run/Walk/Skip! Be ready to have a great morning
full of prizes, gifts, music, breakfast, and good fun.
All proceeds will support the Kingsbury Scholarship
Fund!
Register solo or as a team online TODAY at www.
kingsbury.org/support/5k.cfm. With your registration,
you will receive a terrific running shirt along with other
goodies. Sponsorships by companies, families or
individuals are available too. Please note that this year
we are in a NEW LOCATION! Meet us at the C&O
Canal Tow Path at Fletcher’s Cove 4940 Canal Road,
NW, Washington, DC 20007.
Registration/Check-in: 7:30 am
Race Time: 8:00 am
Breakfast: 9:00 am
Awards Presentation: 9:30 am

For more information, please contact Jo Raffa
Boukhira via jboukhira@kingsbury.org or call her at
202.440.0778.

CAPTURED
MOMENTS
Friday, May 4th was another successful Art
Salon that showcased the tremendous talents
of our students!

Friendship- Photo taken by Lisa
Sessions
“Don’t walk behind me; I may not
lead. Don’t walk in front of me; I may
not follow. Just walk beside me and
be my friend.”
- Albert Camus 
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UPCOMING
5/19

7th Annual 5K

5/23

MS Field Day

MONDAY, MAY 14

5/28

Memorial Day
School and Offices Closed

TUESDAY, MAY 15

5/29

Athletic Banquet

5/30

Capstone Presentations

5/31

Science Symposium

SATURDAY, MAY 12

Junior/Senior Prom 7:00 pm - 12:00 am

Leadership Team Meeting 7:30 am - 8:30 pm
Track Meet 3:30 pm

WEDNESDAY, MAY 16
Student Dismissal 12:30 pm

THURSDAY, MAY 17
Alumni Rewind
Do More 24

For further information, or a
complete calendar of events,
please visit KINGSBURY.ORG

FRIDAY, MAY 18

MS & US Field Trip to Natural History Museum 9:00 am - 2:30 pm

OVERVIEW KEY
GENERAL INFORMATION
CENTER STAFF
STUDENTS
EVENT

The WHO’S WHO for this
week is the one and only
Cliff Johnson, Dedicated
Aide.

DID YOU KNOW...
If your house was just destroyed by
lava, this fact may influence your
next move. The only continent with
no active volcanoes is Australia.
G’day mate!
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Karina C. tries to keep
her boggle words a
secret from prying eyes.
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HEADS UP!
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School
RELATIONSHIPS MATTER
Over the course of my career in education I have
often reflected on what makes an effective teacher.
Recently I picked up a copy of an old New York
Times magazine article titled, “Building a Better
Teacher.” The article got me thinking again about
what are the qualities of an effective teacher. In
terms of the academic qualities, we want teachers
to have a deep knowledge of their respective
subject matter, and understand the connection
between student learning, curriculum, and
standards. In addition, we want teachers to have a
good understanding of evidence based practices.
Complementing their instructional delivery prowess
effective teachers approach learning with passion
and enthusiasm, possess effective classroom
management, and have good interpersonal skills.
If these are the hard and soft skills necessary
to be an effective teacher, why has much of the
discourse over the past decade primarily focused
on instruction and achievement. From No Child
Left Behind to the Obama administration’s Race to
the Top initiative the main preoccupation has been
on instruction and test scores. Of course we want
students to be engaged and excel; however, this
is unlikely to occur without strong student-teacher
relationships.
I have always believed that effective teachers
demonstrate an understanding that their practice
is a blend of art and science. The science includes
the mechanics of preparing and delivering a
lesson. Whereas the art encompasses the essential
interpersonal and relational pieces of teaching that
are integral to connect students to the curriculum.
Improving students’ relationships with teachers has
important, positive and long-lasting implications for
both students’ academic and social development.
Students who have close, positive and supportive
relationships with their teachers will attain higher
levels of achievement than those students with
more conflict in their relationships.
Picture a student who feels a strong personal
connection to her teacher, talks with her teacher
frequently, and receives more constructive
guidance and praise rather than just criticism
from her teacher. The student is likely to trust her
teacher more, show more engagement in learning,
behave better in class and achieve at higher levels
academically. Positive teacher-student relationships
draw students into the process of learning and
promote their desire to learn. Relationships do
indeed matter.

The Final Frontier

Being flexible helps children realize that there is
more than one way to solve a problem, whether
academically and/or socially.

Michelle Mosby
LARC Lead Teacher

HOME-SCHOOL-CONNECTION

Scholars in the LARC program have continued to
learn about outer space and space travel. They
have listened to stories and held discussions
about a space station and a discovery rover.
Over the past couple of weeks, the scholars
have visited the innovation lab and art studio
to continue the work on their space station
and rover projects. This did not prove to be an
easy task, as they had to utilize unconventional
(recycled) items to get the job done.

You can build flexible thinking skills by playing
games together and making a list of different
solutions. Together you can choose the best
option and discuss why it is the best option.

Time Travelers
Ms. Rogosin
Lower School Lead Teacher
Students in Ms. Rogosin’s class have traveled
back in time to learn about America and it’s
nation of immigrants. Students were lead in a
guided note discussion about how people from
other countries immigrated to America in pursuit
of a better life. They also got to explore a

“Experience is the teacher
of all things”
-Julius Caesar
Our scholars were shown pictures of the space
objects that they were replicating. Next, they had
to look at, and decide what shapes would best

“Stay committed to your
decisions, but stay flexible in
your approach.”
-Tony Robbins
be suited for their creations. This meant they had
to be flexible in their thinking-cognitive flexibility.

significant part of American immigration through a
virtual field trip and scavenger hunt on Ellis Island.
Students “toured” the museum and learned about
the immigration process by listening to audio from
people that came through Ellis Island. They were
able to see historical photos of the immigrants,

and reading stories about their journeys. Ms.
Rogosin’s class will be creating fictional diaries
from the perspective of children on their way
to America. This will allow the students to
incorporate information they have learned and
create their own story too. Virtual field trips are a
great way to discover history in the classroom. If
interested, I’ve included the link to the virtual field
trip for those who want to explore Ellis Island from
the comfort of their home.
http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/
immigration/tour/

Number Sense
Selena Taylor
Middle School Lead Teacher
Middle school math students continue to work on
areas of need as outlined on their Individualized
Education Plan or Individualized Learning
Plan. Additionally, a great emphasis in class
is placed on number sense and solidifying the

main concepts of middle school instruction. This
includes decimals, fractions, and percentages.
In an effort to implement the latest research on
fact fluency practice, we continue to devote 10
minutes a day to basic fact recall. Many of the
students have shown significant progress in this
area. They are less dependent on calculators and
multiplication charts during classwork.

Hands On!
Angela Steele
Upper School Director
Research has shown that hands-on learning is
the most effective way to learn in all subjects,
especially when in the areas of mathematics.
Hands-on projects engage students who are
tactile or kinesthetic learners, and who need
movement to learn best. These projects engage
students who are auditory and visual learners.
Students who learn from hands-on project based
activities retain 70% more information than
students learning in a lecture style classroom.
Research shows that lecture style classrooms
only produce retention of about 10%. Students
become more engaged, have the opportunity to
critique/show off what they know, improve on
their critical thinking skills, and LEARN in spite of
their different learning styles.
The Financial Planning class is completing the
semester’s unit on budgeting by taking a trip to
IKEA. This field trip allowed students to show
what they have learned in the classroom on
budgets by participating in a simulated activity.
Students were given a budget of $4,000 to shop
for items for their first apartment. They paired up
and diligently went from space to space inside of
the store, locating items to fit their budget. When
asked how they did, a student stated, “ I couldn’t
get the couch that I wanted because it costs
too much. I had to stick to my budget”. Another
stated, “This was so exciting! I was able to get
everything on my list, and I stayed under budget.

IKEA is the best!”
When students are able to actually do, and not
just sit and listen, you see the difference in how
they retain the information.
Confucius once said in the ancient Chinese
proverb, “I hear, and I forget. I see, and I
remember. I do, and I understand.”

Way to Play!

situations. Curiosity about the world, initiative
and problem solving, and focused attention and
persistence are just a few approaches to learning
that children develop through play.
Why is construction play important?
With it’s rich capacity to teach children to problem
solve, connect, understand and be inquisitive in
their play, constructive play is an important part
of any learning environment. It uses open-ended

Lisa Sessions
Occupational Therapist

“It is not the beauty of a building
you should look at; it’s the
construction of the foundation that
will stand the test of time.”
-David Allan Coe
As educators, we want our children to learn
all that they can. We want them to grasp math
concepts, be
curious about
exploring the
world, and
learn to read
and write. Did
you know that
you can help
your student
academically
by playing with
them? Play
and learning go
together!
What kind
of play helps
children learn
the best? Play that really engages children.
Play that they will focus on and stay with even
when problems arise. This kind of play helps
children develop their approaches to learning. In
other words, the ways they respond to learning

materials and allows children to think about the
functions of the materials that they are using.
Blocks help children learn to take turns sharing
materials, develop new friendships, become selfreliant, increase attention span, cooperate with
others, and develop self-esteem. Whether it’s
large cardboard blocks to build a tower or fort,
medium size blocks for architecture and design,
or small Lego blocks to build your favorite Star
Wars space ship, construction play is valuable
for students of all ages. Block play requires fine
and gross motor skills. Blocks enhance children’s
problem-solving abilities, mathematics skills,
and language and literacy abilities. Constructing
“creations” builds self esteem and feelings of
success.

Who’s
We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them more.
See if you can guess the staff member before we
tell you!

Sign: Taurus
Favorite Food: Hawaiian Pizza
Favorite Hobby: Snowboarding
Favorite Song: “Bye Bye Bye” - *NSYNC
Interesting Fact About You: I was a
competitive cheerleader growing up.
What You Love About Teaching:
I love that teaching is not only
student learning, as educators we
continuously learn from our students
as well!
Favorite Kingsbury Memory: My
favorite Kingsbury memory was the
recreation of the Winter Olympics
for the lower school students. I
loved that students were about
to learn about all of the events
that occur during the games
and then were able to mimic
those very events themselves
here at school.

What’s
Trending
Who doesn’t love a DIY
project?? Here are 16
ideas on how to activate
sensory receptors in your classrooms!
For more information
visit @WeAreTeachers
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and everything you
need to know about
Kingsbury!

as entitlement and
insincere positivity, to
name a couple. Now, as
parents seek to communicate
to their children with greater
empathy, there are some “old
habits” to avoid, and perhaps greatest
among them is the overuse of positive
attribution (calling something “good” or
“special,” when it is not those things).
Perhaps more than ever parents are keenly
tuned in to their children’s pains and sorrows,
and, naturally, they want to relieve that distress.
Empathy is the gateway to that relief, if it is to
be had, and sometimes that means putting
words to the ugliness and pain that children are
feeling inside. We want to tell them how beautiful,
talented, and clever they are, but first they need
to feel truly heard. That means voicing their fear
and anger and self-loathing. It’s not that empathy
hurts, but it’s not all warm and fuzzy either.

Residency
Announcement
Elliott Conklin
Director of Outpatient Services
SOMETIMES EMPATHY “HURTS”

In the past few years, the importance of
empathy in human relationships has achieved
a level of recognition long overdue. Community
leaders of all kinds now preach empathy, and a
young generation of employees is hard at work
building it into the culture of the workplace.
This change is also having a profound impact
on families and child-rearing. Not long ago
the self-esteem movement was in full swing,
and parents sought to infuse their children
with confidence and a sense of efficacy. With
hindsight it is easy to identify the unexpected
byproducts produced by that movement such

Chithalina Coleman
Director of Admissions
DCPS recently announced that Residency
Verification for the upcoming school year
has begun. Parents are required to complete
Residency Verification at DCPS Headquarters
located at 1200 First Street, NE- 8th Floor,
Washington, DC 20002. Please note that
satellite visits will not be offered this year. In
the past, families who did not verify residency
by the deadline, had their child withdrawn
from Kingsbury Day School, and had their
transportation suspended. To ensure your child’s
education is not disrupted, we ask that all parents
complete this well before the October 5, 2018
deadline.
Kingsbury’s faculty and staff are unable to

accept your documents for proof of residency.
Documents provided will be returned in the
manner in which it was received. If you have any
questions/concerns or need to obtain a 20182019 Residency Verification Form, please contact
DCPS Representative Kachinah Bossett at
202.442.5089 or email kachinah.bossett@dc.gov.
If your child’s LEA is not DCPS, please coordinate
with the Charter School directly to complete
Residency Verification.

Community Day

Need more community service hours? Spend a
Saturday at Kingsbury and work on projects for
three local charities!
-create welcome cards for new housing residents
-make get well soon cards for children
-put together care packages for parents of
children in hospitals
-up to 4 community service hours available
When: Saturday, May 5th, 9:00am-1:00pm
Where: The Kingsbury Center
Charities: Miriam’s Kitchen, HSC Pediatric Center,
Eliana’s Light
Lunch will be provided!
Contact Ms. Angie Steele to RSVP
asteele@kingsbury.org
Brought to you by the DC Association for Special
Education

Congratulations!
The Kingsbury Eagle Track Team participated in
a meet on Tuesday, May 1st. We are proud
of all of our team, and want to especially
recognize Josh Mongardini on his 2nd place
victory in the 2 mile Cross Country race!
All future meets will start at 3:30 pm and will
be held at the German International School
located at 8617 Chateau Drive, Potomac, MD
20854.
For future event dates, please refer to the
weekly overview on page 9.

Innovation 5K
Saturday, May 29, 2018
New location! - C&O Canal Tow Path at Fletcher’s
Cove 4940 Canal Road, NW, Washington, DC
20007
Its a new day at Kingsbury! Grab your running/
walking shoes, your family, friends, neighbors
and leashed pets and join us for Kingsbury’s 7th
Annual 5K Run/Walk/Skip! Be ready to have a
great morning full of prizes, gifts, music, breakfast
and good fun. All proceeds will support the
Kingsbury Scholarship Fund!
Register solo or as a team online TODAY at www.
kingsbury.org/support/5k.cfm.
Sponsorships by companies, families or
individuals are available too!
Registration/Check-in: 7:30 am
Race Time: 8:00 am
Breakfast: 9:00 am
Awards Presentation: 9:30 am
For more information, email
Jo Boukhira at jboukhira@
kingsbury.org or call
202.440.0778.

Vote for
Kingsbury!
It’s Time to Vote! Family Magazine is
casting their ballots for 2018’s “Best
For Families”.
Vote for The Kingsbury Day School
for Best Private School Overall &
Best Special Needs School!
Make your Vote Count!
http://va.secondstreetapp.com/Bestfor-FAMILIES-2018-2/

College Signing Day was Wednesday,
May 2, 2018 marked a monumental
moment in the lives of our seniors!
It was College Signing Day! This
milestone, was the first step in the
new journey of their lives. Way to go
Seniors! #Classof2018

WEEKLY OVERVIEW
MONDAY, MAY 7

Start of Teacher Appreciation Week!

TUESDAY, MAY 8

Leadership Team Meeting 7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
Track Meet

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9

8th Grade Upper School Shadow Day
Student Dismissal 12:30 PM
Appreciation Luncheon 1:00 PM
Athletic Banquet

THURSDAY, MAY 10
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TEACHER APPRECIATION
WEEK

5/19 INNOVATION 5K 7:30 AM
5/12 JUNIOR/SENIOR PROM
7:00 PM - 12:00 AM
5/17 ALUMNI REWIND
5/19 5K 7:30 AM - 10:00 AM
5/23 FIELD DAY MS
5/25 US & MS FIELD TRIP
TO THE NATIONAL
HISTORY MUSEUM

FRIDAY, MAY 11

LARC Field Trip to Air & Space Museum
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For further information, or
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DID YOU KNOW...
Hi Diddily Ho Neighbor! Ned Flanders, famous left hander,
would like to let you know that only 11% of people are left
handed!

The WHO’S WHO for this week is

Karla Ruano
Dedicated Aide
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Josh Mongardini, film
maker and photographer,
with his trusty Canon.
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Literacy
Dr. Dennis Campbell
CEO/Head of School
One of the key indicators of life success is
literacy. Reading facility is necessary for every
person to live in this fast-paced knowledgebased economy. According to a recent
study conducted by the U.S. department of
Education there are 32 million adults in the
U.S. who are illiterate. The Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
found that 50 percent of adults in the U.S.
cannot read a book written at the 8th grade
level. In the District of Columbia (District) 19
percent of adults cannot read a newspaper
or complete a job application.* This has
implications for the life options of students and
youth of the District.
Kingsbury’s focus on literacy ensures that
students who struggle with the essential
components of reading receive the appropriate
interventions to develop their reading skills. We
use instructional approaches to build reading
and comprehension skills such as LindamoodBell and Wilson. Reading is both foundational
and fundamental!

Lighten Up!
Sasha Grunza
LARC Speech Pathologist
In LARC, we are always trying to make our space as
welcoming as possible. When you enter our room,
you’d be hard pressed to miss the constellations and

using tissue paper and blinds that allow light to enter,
without the distractions.
The LARC team is dedicated to ensuring that all of our
students can be successful. Our starry night is just
one step in the light direction.

Getting Dirty
Jessica Flinn
Lower School Lead Teacher

“Collaboration has no hierarchy. The sun
collaborates with soil to bring flowers to
the earth.” -Amit Ray

rocketship that are focal points, but look up. On our
lights, you will see starry fabric. This fabric isn’t just a
decorative piece – it serves an important function.
We expect a lot out of children when they’re learning
– it’s difficult! When we overload our students’ brains
with distracting stimuli, we make it even harder.
Artificial light sources, such as the ever blinking
fluorescent light bulbs, impact brain and eye function.
They can lead to a host of difficulties for children
(and adults), including migraines. Diffusing this harsh
light and replacing it with artificial lighting is likely to
decrease these distracting elements.

“A room is not a room without natural
light.” - Louis Kahn
Natural light allows us to work with the body’s natural
circadian rhythms to indicate to the brain that it is
time to be awake and alert. Studies have theorized
that natural light improves visibility, health, mood, and
behavior. However, the world outside our windows
is awake and active as well. We minimize the
distractions of cars, animals, and people outside by

Earth week is a great time to study the land and
how we all experience dependence. In Ms. Flinn’s
class we’ve been
learning about
trees, soil, and
the creatures
that live in the
soil. To show the
different levels
and components
of soil, students
followed
instructions to make the dessert “Dirt”. First the
students had to make chocolate Jello to represent the
first layer of soil. Next, they added crushed Oreos to
represent the top layer of soil. Finally, “worms” were
added on top to demonstrate different creatures that
can live in dirt. We talked about how soil helps plants
to grow and provide homes for worms. The kids
followed directions, worked together, learned new
things, and then enjoyed a delicious snack!

Peace on Earth
Terry Griggs
Middle School Lead Teacher
In the Middle School this week, our students are
learning about Europe. The Geography class is
studying all of the different countries in Europe. They

are studying how many of the countries in Europe are
grouped regionally. These connections of countries
in a region pull the countries together, even though
they have different backgrounds and cultures. The

connecting of the European countries allows for
supranational cooperation so they can work together
towards shared common goals. These common goals
help their region of the world. The students have been
learning how countries are working together with other
countries to help make their world a better place. Our
students are enjoying seeing how the different parts of
the world work together to help mankind.

“Optimism is the faith that leads to
achievement. Nothing can be done
without hope and confidence.”
-Helen Keller

Eureka!
Sandra Browne
Upper School Lead Teacher
“Never abandon your vision. Keep reaching to
further your dreams.” - Benjamin Banneker
“Like what you do, and then you will do your
best.”- Katherine Johnson
“Pure Mathematicians just love to try unsolved
problems. They love a challenge”.- Andrew Wiles
“Eureka! – I have found it!” - Archimedes

The above quotations by well-known Mathematicians
can summarize the strategies that work whether
you are studying Algebra, Geometry, Probability and
Statistics or Pre-Calculus. It is important to like what
you are doing, to ensure that you do your best. You
have to visualize your outcome, keep trying, and never
give up. Mathematics consists of a series of unsolved
problems which may be a bit challenging to many
students. But when you solve the problems, you can
say like Archimedes: Eureka! – I have found it!
To my graduating seniors:
1. Never give up on your dreams.
2. Find what you are passionate about.
3. Know that there will be ups and downs in life.
4. Remember life is what you make of it. Live it.

Are You
Listening?
Dr. Kara Covington
Staff Psychologist
So often we speak to others and wonder, “Are you
really listening to me? ”How does one determine that
someone is paying attention during conversations?”
This year the Lower School students are learning
from the Social Thinking Curriculum, We Thinkers!
Kingsbury’s students are
currently learning Whole
Body Listening during
social skills development
each Friday. Whole Body
Listening allows students
to practice calming their
bodies to decrease the
internal distractions that
can hamper their ability to
focus their attention on the
speaker. Our children are
developing the capability
of whole body listening
by keeping their arms,
feet, bodies and eyes directed towards the speaker.
Parents can reinforce this skill by verbally confirming
that your child is listening with his whole body when

she/he is standing still and engaged with direct eye
contact.

“Listening is demonstrating the ability to
be alert with one’s entire being.”
- A Wise Person

Learning Through
Sports
Joe Moten
Dean of Culture

“Running is the greatest metaphor for life,
because you get out of it what you put
into it.” - Oprah Winfrey
Kingsbury’s sports program was created with the
belief that all children can benefit from exercise,
energy release, and pure enjoyment of playing sports.
This includes children with learning differences. It has
been proved that adolescents with learning differences
often experience difficulties with self-esteem and
social adjustment. Difficulties in these areas often
lead to students who are hesitant to participate in
extracurricular activities.
Here at Kingsbury, we promote the development
of the whole-child. You will see that this philosophy
is utilized by our highly qualified educators in
the classroom, as well as by our highly qualified
coaches on the court and field. Knowing that athletic
competition parallels many of the academic and life
challenges faced by all children, each of the coaches
at Kingsbury have a responsibility to consider that
each of their student-athletes have their own individual
differences, needs, interests, temperaments, and
skill sets. You will see coaches at Kingsbury put an
emphasis on promoting the development of strong
character, integrity, commitment, teamwork, and
developing lifelong friendships that are made through
the participation in athletics. Coaches are also tasked
with teaching our student-athletes to train and
compete wisely, respectfully, and up to their fullest
potential.
Participating in athletics has been proven to help

students with learning differences to improve in
many areas. One of the areas is the development of
metacognition. Developing the ability to self-assess
and self-correct is one of the simplest ways to helping
students improve. Athletics can be a perfect way to
help students with learning differences recognize the
areas that they need to improve in. It forces them
to think deeply about both the task at hand and
what changes they need to adapt moving forward.
Participating in sports can also help students improve
self-control and dealing with anxiety. When I think
about some of my
most memorable selfcontrol lessons, they
were taught through my
experiences in sports.
When a coach models to
a student-athlete how to
handle a highly charged
situation, it is as powerful
and memorable as any
formal intervention. The
mental training strategies
to reduce mental and physical anxiety in sports, such
as breathing exercises and guided imagery, also
work when preparing for stressful situations in the
classroom.
Kingsbury’s athletic program was not developed with
the intention to “win at all costs.” Winning is one goal,
but the emphasis of athletics here at Kingsbury is
cultivating the whole-child more so than winning. Our
athletic program provides the opportunity to promote
the social growth and maturation of our students. In
being purposefully committed to our mission, we will
continue to strive to create an enriching educational
experience for our students to equip them to lead
productive and fulfilling lives beyond Kingsbury.
Upcoming Athletic Events
Tuesday, May 1st, 2018 – Track Meet
Tuesday, May 8th, 2018 – Track Meet
Tuesday, May 15th, 2018 – Track Meet
All meets will start at 3:30pm and will be held at
German International School.
German International School Washington D.C.
8617 Chateau Drive, Potomac, MD 20854

Who’s
We ask different members of the Kingsbury
community questions to get to know them more.
See if you can guess the staff member before we
tell you!
Sign: Taurus/Aries
Favorite Food: Baked macaroni and cheese
or pork bacon (favorite food changes with my
mercurial mood)
Favorite Hobby: I geek out (literally) over
visiting Sci-Fi conventions.
Favorite Song: Respiration by Blackstar
Interesting Fact About You: I know more
about comic books than you do!
What You Love About Teaching: I
love helping students who think that
they can’t do something realize that
they can! All it takes is practice and
patience!
Favorite Kingsbury Memory: My
favorite memory is going on 3
day, 2 night field trip with biology
class to Smith Island on the
Chesapeake Bay. We had a blast
and learned so much!

What’s
Trending
Celebrate the last day of
National Poetry Month
by meeting other local
poets and sharing your
work at the Southwest
Library on Monday, April 30 at
6:30 p.m.
For more information visit dclibrary.org
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Just Try
Your Best.
Elliott Conklin
Director of Outpatient Services
It is a message I hear often from parents about the
kind of achievement philosophy they want to apply
to their children. It goes something like this, “All we care
about is that you try your best. If you do that and still don’t
get the grade, we’re OK with it.” It is, on the whole, a healthy
idea and one that we as parents try to live up to in our own lives
as models for our children. However, as the academic environment
grows increasingly tense, as students are faced with ever-growing
homework assignments, and as colleges and universities are raising the
bar for acceptance, now is a good time to make sure that when we say “try
your best,” we mean for our children what we intend for ourselves.
For most successful adults, “try your best” actually means “apply your efforts
strategically, allowing that to achieve the greatest impact, you must endeavor to
prioritize accurately, rest to prevent burnout, accept a certain amount of failure, and
incorporate those failures when possible into your learning and development.” That is the
broad view of what it means to try your best. Yet, when we look to our children’s efforts, it is
easy to fall into the trap of examining the microcosm that is a single task or assignment. We know
from our own experience that one cannot try her best on each and every task if she is to try her
best as a whole. I encourage parents to “try their best” to incorporate this important nuance into their
conversations with, and expectations of, their children.
Tiffany Bell Poses with her bike during the bike cluster and is beaming with pride after learning how to
ride.

Through The
Decades
Jen Henderson
Director of Marketing
As Kingsbury celebrates its 80th Anniversary, it’s
important to remember Kingsbury’s rich legacy
from 1938 to present day. Did you know that when
Marion Kingsbury founded what is now Washington,
DC’s first non-profit educational institution, it was a
center for tutoring? Early on, she recognized that
“remedial” students were quite often as intelligent
as their classmates, and she worked to educate
parents and teachers about learning difficulties.
In the late 1940s, Mrs. Kingsbury founded the
National Association of Remedial Teachers to unite
and educate teachers of students with learning
difficulties. When Marion Kingsbury retired as
director in 1964, the Board of Trustees voted to
change the name of the organization from The

Don’t forget to register for Kingsbury 80th Anniversary
Gala on Thursday, May 3, 2018. You can register
online at http://www.kingsbury.org/support/gala.cfm

Meet the Artist

-

Jen Henderson
Director of Marketing

This year’s Art Salon will feature a “Meet The Artist”
student presentation. Our featured artists will present
artistic works of visual art, film, photography, and
sculptures! Two of the featured artists included in
“Meet the Artist” are Julien and Yao of our LARC
Program. The LARC class is currently learning about
space exploration. For their presentation, they have
created sculptures to replicate a space station and a
MARS rover! Meet, greet, and see their artistic works,
and that of our other featured artists, Friday May 4th,
at the Art Salon!
For more information on our “Meet the Artist” feature,
please contact Ms. Royster at aroyster@kingsbury.org.

Big Picture
Learning
Remedial Education Center to The Kingsbury Center
in her honor. The Kingsbury Center has continued
to transform the lives of students and families ever
since. #ThroughTheDecades

Jen Henderson
Director of Marketing

Dr. Elliott Washor, co-founder
of Big Picture Learning and co-

author of “Leaving to Learn”, lead Kingsbury’s
professional development on Wednesday, April 25,
2018. Kingsbury’s entire staff participated in the
professional development that focused on effective
learning that takes place both inside and outside of
the classroom.
Dr. Washor’s Big Picture Learning is a national
organization, that through it’s over 50 school
campuses, has the mission of establishing studentdriven, real-world learning. Dr. Washor shared the
Big Picture Learning method of the interconnection
between students, mentors, parents, and academic
advisors. Dr. Washor talked about the importance of

this connectivity of influencers around a student. He
explained that they help unlock student’s interests
and potential. Washor stated, “To become proficient
in something, students need to know that someone
else is just as committed to their goals as they are.”
The professional development also featured
testimonials of graduating seniors Ashley Evans and
Joshua Mongardini, who shared their leaving-tolearn experiences in interior design and film making.
Dr. Washor asked Joshua who influenced his interest
in film making. Josh replied, “My mom would buy
me 10 disposable cameras a week, from age 4-12.”
Dr. Washor asked Ashley to share her internship
experience with DC Design House. She explained
that they unlocked her passion for interior design. Dr.
Washor talked about the importance of this example,
because amidst obstacle’s of Ashley’s learning
difference, this opportunity highlighted Ashley’s
strength in spatial reasoning, color, and design.

Both student’s experiences were first-hand examples
of how the concept of leaving-to-learn is successful.
Dr. Washor explained that schools need to pay
attention to a students interests, practice, and
relationships. He mentioned, “ The hand, head, and
heart all go together. But schools are only addressing
the head.” Washor emphasized that learning should
be deep as well as broad and applied in real world
settings.
Dr. Washor asked the Kingsbury staff their thoughts
on what the seniors shared in regards to their out-ofschool learning experiences. Director of Lower and
Middle School, Angela Royster said, ”The students
recognized teachers, parents, and mentors as
influencers. I’d be curious to see if those adults did
not encourage these interests, would they still have
the same enthusiasm.” Dr. Elliott Conklin, Director of
Out-Patient Services added, ”There is a great deal
of value in shared knowledge and the willingness to
ask.” Dr. Washor discussed the impact of students
receiving support from advisors, parents, and mentors
in out-of-school learning opportunities. Charles Brown,
Dedicated Aide, added, “A lot of what the students
shared in their interests and learning, are things that
they are getting outside of the school.”
Dr. Washor continued to host the conversation with
the staff on how this concept would have a place in
varying school settings. When asked what he thought
the biggest take away should be from that day’s
professional development, he replied, “I would ask how
are you going to better at the things that you want to
get better at, with the students interests and choices,
involving their families and community?”
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80TH ANNIVERSARY
GALA 6:00 PM

5/4

ART SALON 10:00 AM

5/7

TEACHER APPRECIATION
WEEK

TUESDAY, MAY 1

Leadership Team Meeting 7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
Senior Field Trip to IKEA

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2

Midquarter 4 Grades Due
Clusters 10:30 AM
Student Dismissal 12:30 PM

THURSDAY, MAY 3

80th Anniversary Gala 6:00 PM - 10:00 PM

FRIDAY, MAY 4

Art Salon 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

5/19 INNOVATION 5K 7:30 AM
5/12 JUNIOR/SENIOR PROM
7:00 PM - 12:00 AM
For further information, or
a complete calendar of
events, please visit
KINGSBURY.ORG
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DID YOU KNOW...
The most productive day of the
week is Tuesday!

The WHO’S WHO for this week is

Stillman Bruhier
Upper School Science and Math
Teacher.
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TO ME!
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Neil and Bryana pose
together showing their
Eagle Pride!
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Welcome to Heads Up!
In our weekly Heads Up, Kingsbury’s CEO/
Head of School Dr. Campbell shares his
knowledge and experience on educational
trends, industry topics, and the current
academic climate.
This weeks topic: 21st Century Jobs Skills
The fastest growing job sectors are those
that require critical thinking & problemsolving skills. According to current workforce
preparedness data, two out of three jobs by
2020 will require post secondary education
and training beyond high school.
To be college, career, & life ready students
will need to demonstrate deeper learner skills:
mastery of content, critical thinking/problemsolving, academic mindset, collaboration, and
effective communication.
Whether college or workforce bound
immediately after high school, Kingsbury’s
progressive curriculum supports deep student
learning and the development of these skills.

This week, the scholars
created a space shuttle.
They had to work
collaboratively in order
to paint the shuttle,
at times, reminding or
pointing out that, “you
missed a spot” in an
effort to make it the best
shuttle.

LIFT-OFF!
Michelle Mosby
LARC Lead Teacher
In the last couple of weeks, scholars in the LARC
program were introduced to space. They will
begin to learn about the planets and how we, as
people, study and learn about them. We will also
explore space travel.

“The good thing about
science is that it’s true
whether or not you
believe in it.”
-Neil DeGrasse Tyson

They will continue to
learn about: 1. The
parts of the shuttle. 2.
Who controls it. 3. What
the space shuttle can
do, and its purpose.
Our scholars had an
opportunity to complete
writing prompts that
describe what they think
space shuttles are, have,
and can do.
Home-school-connection: Go onto the
internet and watch a shuttle launch. Have a
discussion about what they heard and saw.
Then discuss what they think the astronauts
inside the shuttle may have heard or saw.
Engage in a conversation about what they
would do if they could fly on a shuttle and why.

CULTURE SHOCK
Meredith Reese
LS Lead Teacher
This week in Ms. Reese’s classroom we are
exploring different cultures around the world! We
started off this Social Studies unit by locating
ourselves on a map. We enjoyed the story “Me
on the Map” to delve deeper into this concept.
We then made colorful globes to pinpoint where
we live in relation to this big world of ours! On

our globes, students located
and discussed the continent
we live on, our country, state,
and homes! We also dove
into learning about students
just like us in other parts
of the world. What do they
wear? What do they eat?
What are some games they
play? We came up with many
similarities and differences
when comparing students in
the U.S. to students around
the world. This was such a
fun activity! It was a joy to see
Kingsbury students expanding
their learning and making
connections to students, just
like them, in other parts of the
world.

LET’S GO TO THE
PARCC!
Courtney Legg
MS Lead Teacher and Special
Education Coordinator
This week in the Middle School,
students have begun taking
the PARCC testing. Students
in the Middle School took
both Language Arts and
Mathematics sections of PARCC
this week. For those students
who are not required to take
PARCC testing, they complete
separate, alternative academic
assignments. I know
all of our students will
be working as hard as
possible on these assessments! We look forward
to resuming our normal class schedule next week
when all the testing has concluded. Any students
who missed testing days will be able to make-up
whatever was missed during the make-up period.
Please feel free to email me at clegg@kingsbury.org
with any questions concerning PARCC testing.

WORLD
CHANGING
Tim Rice
MS and US Music Teacher
This month has been very exciting in music as we
prepare for our Annual “Art Salon Program” on
Friday, May 4th at 1:30 PM. Students are engaged
and preparing wonderful musical selections. Many of which
have been inspired by our monthly lesson; “The power of
nonviolence and how music can change the world”. Our

students have been exploring
how music can be used to
attain both social and political
changes in society.

“Music washes
away from the
soul the dust of
everyday life”

of the students spent time preparing for their presentations
with speech-language pathologists. Some of the skills that
therapists supported include:
Vocabulary: Science is full of new - and sometimes daunting –
words. SLP’s help students learn to use morphological analysis

Berthold Auerbach
Students are learning more
about how the theme of
non-violence explores ways
in which music helped to
advance the Civil Rights
movement. Please continue
to encourage your student
in music. We look forward to
seeing you on May 4th!

THAT
SOUNDS
FAIR TO
ME!
Sasha Grunza
LARC Speech Pathologist
Last week, students
throughout the school
presented at the science fair.
This event was a chance
for them to not only share
their investigative process,
but also use strong speech
and language skills. Many

to break down these words into parts to determine their
meaning. Knowing that “photo” means light allows a student
to decode the meaning of words like “photosynthesis” and
“photophobic”.

“We need to teach our kids
that it’s not just the winner
of the Super Bowl who
deserves to be celebrated,
but the winner of the science
fair…”
Barack Obama

Articulation: Students with
sound errors can’t avoid them
during presentations! SLP’s
help students fix sound errors,
allowing them to be articulate,
poised, and confident.
Narrative Structure:
Information must be presented
in a logical, sequential order.
SLP’s work with students to
organize their thoughts and
even create visuals to help
convey them clearly.
Pragmatics: Who should I
look at? How loud should my
voice be? How do I know if my
listeners are interested? SLP’s
teach students to recognize
nonverbal cues, show active
listening, modulate vocal
volume, and more. These skills
go above and beyond the
words and sentences being
shared, but are equally – if
not more – important for both
speakers and listeners.

WHO?
WHO’S
We ask different members
of the Kingsbury community
questions to get to know them
more. See if you can guess
the staff member before we tell
you!
Sign: Aquarius
Favorite Food: Cacio e
pepe (which is basically Italian
macaroni and cheese)

Favorite Hobby: Reading a
good book, traveling, cooking
Favorite Song: Love Shack
by The B-52s
Interesting Fact About
You: My parents were in the
Navy, so I moved around a lot
as a kid and lived all over.
What You Love About
Teaching: Watching my
students learn and make
progress--there’s no greater
feeling in the world than seeing
them learn and remember
something you taught them!
Favorite Kingsbury Memory:
I co-taught U.S. History to
the 8th graders with Alex
Sullivan (Speech & Language
Pathologist) one year. We
spent so much time teaching
and reviewing the 3
branches of government
with our students. Our
proudest and favorite
moment was when one
of our students, who
struggled greatly
with memory
recall, was able to
spontaneously
write down all
3 branches of
government
and what
they did
perfectly
from
memory. I
still have the picture
saved on my phone of
his work.
Can you guess
who I am? Go
to page 9 for
the answer!

WHAT’S
#TRENDING
Leading up to Earth Day on
April 22nd, students worldwide
participate in Earth Week,
doing different activities to
demonstrate support for
environmental protection.

Follow us on
Instagram, Twitter
or Facebook
@MYKINGSBURY
to keep up to date on
events and everything
you need to know
about Kingsbury!

EXAM
TIPS FOR
STUDENTS
Article By:
The Kingsbury Wellness & Learning Group
To prevent anxiety that precedes test taking, knowing
what to study and how to study can make all the
difference. Here are some steps you and your student can
take to prepare for a successful exam experience!
Limit distractions. A quiet, organized spot can encourage your
child to focus. Collect relevant materials, such as guided notes
and class notes, homework and tests/quizzes. Highlight important
information or key facts. Make strategy cards for important concepts,
such as vocabulary. Help your child to make connections to other information
by using sounds or visual representations of words. Use pictures to explain
concepts. Take advantage of online tools or study resources. Some teachers
provide lists of helpful websites and you may be able to access textbooks online. Work
with others. Encourage your child to participate in a school study group or to contact a
classmate with questions about difficult concepts. Take breaks. Shorter study intervals (study
for 20 minutes; break for 10 minutes) can boost focus and willpower. Encourage your child to
focus on their strengths, rather than fear of failure. Don’t under-estimate the value of sleep
and nutrition. Your child will feel more self-confident if healthy foods are fueling their brains and
they are well-rested on the day of the exam.
With your support and encouragement, your student can feel
PREPARED rather than PANICKED as they begin their exams!

TESTING.
TESTING.
ONE, TWO,
THREE.
Dr. Lauren Siegel
School Psychologist
As we begin to wrap up the school year,
Kingsbury psychologists and staff in general
are busy supporting students with final projects
and performances. This is an exciting time,
and sometimes anxieties arise about upcoming
transitions. With the hectic nature of spring
schedules, sometimes a student’s therapy
time might be a welcome break in their day - a
time to recharge and remember strategies for
managing stress.
Parents may also be wondering how they can
support their students during times of transition,
and questions may surface about how a child
learns best, what accommodations are needed,
or what role mood might be playing in school
functioning.
In addition
to providing
therapy to
students,
many
Kingsbury
psychologists
also conduct
testing
evaluations.
We conduct
brief
academic
testing
throughout

the year to monitor progress, but comprehensive
neuropsychological evaluations are also
available. These evaluations offer in-depth
analysis of a student’s cognitive, academic,
neuropsychological, and social-emotional
functioning.
Testing might be warranted if:
The student’s team has questions about how to
best support him or her in the classroom
A comprehensive evaluation has never been
conducted on the student
The student is in 11th or 12th grade and
updated testing is required by colleges
The student shows a change in behavior or
academic progress
Testing does not have to be a mysterious process!
Please feel free to contact our psychology
department to learn more about fees and
scheduling - email lsiegel@kingsbury.org

BACK IN THE
SADDLE AGAIN!
Kenella Moten
Director of Afterschool & Enrichment
The therapeutic horseback riding program, at
Rock Creek Park Horse Center, uses horses
and equine-assisted activities in order to achieve
goals that enhance physical, emotional, social,
cognitive, behavioral, and educational skills.
Therapeutic riding provides benefits in the areas
of health, education, sport, recreation, and leisure.
It focuses on the therapeutic riding skills, as well
as the development of a relationship between
horse and rider. Using a team approach, students
will learn about horses and how to take care
of one. The students will develop a personal
relationship and responsibility for their own horse.
It has been proven that individuals who ride not
only gain knowledge of riding skills and safe

riding behaviors, but also experience rewarding
benefits. Student experience improved balance,
postural control, muscle strength, improved self
esteem, confidence, and self discipline. Group
riding lessons run on a term basis, with small
classes meeting weekly. If the weather becomes
inclement, students will ride in an indoor ring
and warm clothing will be necessary. Long
pants, hard-soled shoes, or boots are required
to ride at all times.

Jo Boukhira
Director of Institutional Advancement
You are cordially invited to attend Kingsbury’s 80th
Anniversary Gala and Silent Auction which will
be held on Thursday evening, May 3, 2018 (6:00
PM-10:00 PM), at the Chevy Chase Club, 6100
Connecticut Avenue, Chevy Chase, MD. Attire is
business and valet parking is available.
Barbara Harrison, widely respected NBC4 anchor,
credited for finding hundreds of homes for foster
children through her televised “Wednesday’s
Child” program, will be our Master of Ceremonies.
We are also pleased to announce that our guest
of honor will be former Kingsbury Trustee Sheila C.
Johnson, Founder and CEO of Salamander Hotels
and Resorts and Co-Founder of BET.

*Please Note: Transportation to the Rock
Creek Park Stables will be provided for
student participants. The Kingsbury vans will
transport the students, leaving promptly after
school dismissal, and will return by 3:30 PM.
Participation in this class will also require a
signed waiver provided by Rock Creek Park
Stables.
Instructor: Alison Duvall, Certified Instructor,
Rock Creek Stables
Students: Boys and girls, ages 7-15
Dates and Times: Wednesdays, 12:45 PM 3:30 PM, May 2nd-June 6th
Location: Rock Creek Park Stables,
Washington, DC.
Cost: $283.50 for 6 sessions
Maximum: 4 students

Join Kingsbury trustees, faculty, staff, friends,
alumni, families - past and present - for an elegant
reception in a beautiful setting which includes
delicious food, an open bar, and dessert.
You may register and purchase Individual tickets
which sell for $250 by clicking on the link below:
http://www.kingsbury.org/support/gala.cfm
You may also send in a check. We are accepting
reservations until April 26th.
Attire is business and valet parking is available.
Any further questions you may have, please
contact Jo Boukhira at jboukhira@kingsbury.org
or 202-440-0778.
We hope you will join us in celebrating this

WEEKLY OVERVIEW

UPCOMING

MONDAY, APRIL 23

4/25 SENIOR RING CEREMONY
9:00 AM

PARCC Testing

TUESDAY, APRIL 24

PARCC Testing
Leadership Team Meeting 7:30 AM - 8:30 AM

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25

PARCC Testing
Monthly Reports Due
Senior Ring Ceremony 9:00 AM
Clusters 10:30 AM
Student Dismissal 12:30 PM

THURSDAY, APRIL 26
PARCC Testing

FRIDAY, APRIL 27
PARCC Testing

OVERVIEW KEY
GENERAL INFORMATION
CENTER STAFF
STUDENTS
EVENT

5/3

80TH ANNIVERSARY
GALA 6:00 PM

5/4

ART SALON 10:00 AM

5/4

RAISIN IN THE SUN
PRODUCTION 6:00 PM

5/7

TEACHER APPRECIATION
WEEK

5/19 INNOVATION 5K 7:30 AM
5/12 JUNIOR/SENIOR PROM
7:00 PM - 12:00 AM
For further information, or
a complete calendar of
events, please visit
KINGSBURY.ORG

DID YOU KNOW...
An apple will help you stay awake
more effectively than a cup of coffee!
The WHO’S WHO for this week is

Courtney Legg
MS Lead Teacher and Special
Education Coordinator

